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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The·a~tivities of.the  European  Commission  in  ~h~ field  of  the 
protection  of  forests  agaihst  atmospheric  pollution  ~t~rted in 
1987  with  the  adoption  of  the  relevant  Council  Reg~lation 
(Regulation  (EEC)  ~
9  3528/86).  In  close  cooperation  with  the 
.International Cooperative Prqgramme on Assessments and Monitoring 
of  Air  Pollution Effects  on  Forests  (ICP  Forests of  UN/ECE)  an 
extensive  systematic  large  scale  network  (16x16  km)  of  forest 
sam~le pciints was established.  Since 1987 annual crown condition 
assessments have been carried out. 'A  forest soil condition· E;)urvey 
(1991  - 1995)  is  currently  implemented  as  well  as  an  optional 
analysis  on  the  chemical  content of·needles  and  le~ves (1991-
1996)  in  some  areas.  The  main  benefits  from  the  assessments  on· 
the- large  scale  gridnet  are  a  more  accurate  knowledge  of  the 
extent,  dynamics  and  spatial  distribution  of  the  symptoms  of. 
forest·  damage  in  Europe,  a  database  for -future  time  series 
analyses  of  crown  defoliation,  ·information  on  forest  soil 
conditions  and-on  nutrient balances  in only minor  parts of  the 
plots.  However,  the large scale-monitoring 'does not aim at cause 
effect relationship. 
In . order to contribute to  a  better' understanding of the  i1npact . 
of  air  pollution  and  other  factors  which  influence  forest 
ecosystems,  the large scale survey was.  extended by the intensive 
~nd continuous monitoring of forest ecosystems.  In this context 
around  400  permanent  observation  plots· in thli  Etl'ropeen  Union 
(Regulation  (EC)  No  1091/94  and. its  amendements) ·  have  been. 
selected and installed until now.  This second level of monitoring 
in~ensity is also  c~rried out as  a  consequence of  Resolu~ion No 
1  of  the  first  Ministerial  Conference  on  the  Protection  of 
Forests_in Europe  (Strasbourg,  1990)  and is as  w~ll execqted in 
several  non  EU  Member  State~. 
This  second  level  of  monitoring  intensity_  is'  defined  as 
"intensive  monitoring  of  forest  condition  aimed  at  the 
recog'ni tion of factors a·nd  processes,  with special regard to the 
·impact of  air pollutants,  on  the  more  common-forest  ecosystems 
in  Europe".  The  intensive  monitoring  progranune  contains  crown 
condition· assessments,  soil  and  foliar  surveys,  increment 
studies,  deposition  measurements  and  the  observation  of 
,  meteorological  parameters  over  a  period  of  at  least  15  - 20 
·years. , 
This  document  is  intended  to  combine  all  relevant  legal 
documents,  the guidelines for the data management,  the rules for 
data access·and names  and addresses of all  relevant'parti~s for 
the  intensive monitoring  programme  in one working-document.  It 
should  be  of  help  for  those . working  in  the·  fram_ework  of  the 
intensive monitoring of forest ecosystems.  , 2  ... - 3  -
LEG/~ DOCu~ENTS WITH  RELEVANCE  FOR  THE.  INTENSIVE  MONITORING 
PROGRAMME  FOR  FOREST  ECOSYSTEMS  IN  EUROPE 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  N  2157/92 
Cpmmission .Regulation  (EC)  No  1091/94.and 
its amendement 
Resolution  No  I  ,of  the Hinisterial  Conference  on 
the Protection of  Forests  in  Europe 
.  / 4 
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I 
(Acts  whose  publication  is  :obligatory) 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2157/92 
of 23  July  1992 
amencling  Re~lati9n (EEC)  No 35.!8/86 on the protection of the Community's 
forests against atmospheric pollution  · 
THE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  EutQpean 
Economic Community, and in  particu.lar Articles 43 ·and 
130S  thereof,  · 
Having regard to .the proposal form the Commission('), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parli-
ament (2), 
I 
Having regafd  to  the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (3), 
Whereas the declining health of the Community's forests 
continues  to  give  cause  for  concern  and  steps  should 
th-erefore  be  taken  to  prolong  and  supplement  the 
Community  sch'eme  introduced  by  Re.,gulation  (EEC) 
No  3518/86 (") ; 
Whereas. precise  data_should  be  collected on the extent 
and  development  of  a  numper  of  forest  pollutants,  to-
. gether with detailed information on basic ecological para-
meters,  In  order to  be  able  better to  pinpoint the cause-
and-effect- relationships that lead  to the declining health 
of  forests ; · whereas  a  European  network  of  permanent 
observation  plots  for  monitoring  the  forest  ecosystem 
WOllld  be  the  appropriate 'instrumem  for  this  purpose; 
Whereas provision  should  be  made,  for  the  purposes  of . 
Regulation (EEq ~o  3528/86, as  amended by  this Regu-
lation, for  a  programme lasting .1 0 years  fron1  1 January 
1987; 
Wher~ an  amount  of  ECU  29,4  million  is  deemed 
necessary  for  the  implementation  of .  that  multiannual 
· programme;  whereas  for_  1992,  in  the  context  of  the 
(I)  OJ No C  312,  3.  12.  1991,  p.  6.  . 
(2)  Opinion delivered on 10 July 1992 (not yet published in the 
Official journal) 
(')  OJ  No  C  106,  27.  4.  1992,  p.  t. 
(4)  OJ No  L 326,  21.  11.  1986,  p.  2.  Regulation  as  amend~d by 
Regulation (EEC)  No 1613/89 (OJ No L  165. 15.  6.  1989, p. 
8.)  .. 
present financial  perspective, the amount deemed nt>ces-
sary is  ECU  4.2  million ;  · 
Whereas the amounts to  be  committed for  financing the 
programme  for  the  period  after  the financial  ynr 1992 
will  have to form  part of the Community financial frame-
work  in  force,  · 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Artick 1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No.  3528/81;  is  hereby  •m-ended  as 
follows: 
) . Article  2  shall  be  replaced  by  the following: 
'Articlt  2 
1.  The  aim  of  the  scheme  shall  be  to ·help  the 
· Member  States  to : 
- es~blish, on the basis of CO,J'!lmon  meth'O<b~ a peri-
odic  inventory  of  damage  caused  to  forests,·  in 
particular  by  atmospheric  pollution.;  , 
•  - establish  or ex.tend,  irt  a. coordinated .and harmo-
nious  way,  the  network  of  observati'oo  plots 
required  to  draw  up  that  inventory ; 
- conduct  intensive,  ·continuous  .surveillance  of I 
forestry  ecosyster;ns ;  ·  : 
- establish  or extend,  in a ·coordinated  and harmo-
nious  way,  a  ne~ork of  permanent· observation  ·· 
plots  required  for  such  intensive,  continuous 
surveillance.  '  · 
2.  .  The Memb(r. States shall forward to the Commis- . 
sion  the data gathered by the network of, observation 
plots  arid  by  the  network  of  observation  plots  for 
intensive,  continuous surveillance  refened tc in para-
graph  1. 
3.  The detailed rules for the implementation of this 
Article  and  _in  particular  those  relating  to. the 
gathering, type, comparability and transmission of the 
data  collected shall  be  laid  down  in  accordance  with 
the  procedure  provided  for  in Artide 7.'  -6 
(, ... 
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I 
(Acts  whose publication' is  obligat~ry) 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 1091/94 
of 29 April  1994 
laying down certain detailed  rules  for  the implementation of Council Regulation  (EEC) 
No · 3528/86  on  the  protection  11f  the  Community's  forests  against  atmospheric· 
·  pollution 
I 
THE COMMISSION OF 1HE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard. to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European -
·Community, 
.  Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 3528/86 
of  17  November  1986  on  the  protection  o(  the 
Community's forests against atmospheric pollution (1 ),  as 
last  amended  by 'Regulation  (EEC)  No 2157/92 (2),  and 
in  particular Article 3  thereof,  · 
Having regard to Resolution No 1 of the first  ministerial 
conference on ·:he  protection of forests in  Europe  (3)  and 
its  follow-up, 
"'Whereas,  pursuant  to  ArtiCle  '2  '{11  indent  3  and  ~ of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3528/86,  the  purpose  of  the 
Community scheme is  to help the Member States ,to: 
conduct intensive, continuous surveillance of forestry 
ecosystems, 
establish or extend, in  a coordinated and harmonious 
way,  a  nerwork  of  permanent  observation  plots 
required for  su_ch  intensive~ continuous surveillance; 
\X'hereas,  pur-suant  to Article  2  (2)  of Regulation  (EEC) 
No  3528/86  the  Member  States  shall  forward  to'  the 
Commission  the  data  gathered· by  the  network  of 
observation plots for  intensive, continuous suveillance; 
_  Wh~reas this network of observation plots is  installed in· 
order to' obtain detailed data on the evolution of forest 
ecosystems  in  the  Community;  whereas  this  approach 
allows  correlations  to  be  established  between  the 
variation of environmental factors, especially atmospheric 
pollution and the ·reaction of forest  ecosystems;  whereas 
·  (1)  OJ t-.Io _l  326, 21.  11.  1986, p. 2. 
(2)  0 J No L 21 7,  31. 7.  1992, p. 1. 
1  3)_  December  1 ;90, Strasbourg. 
the data it provides, allows a  better interpretation of the 
findings  derived  from·  the  systematic  network.  of·· 
observation plots as specified  in  Cqmmis~ion Regulation  I 
(EEC)  No  1696/87 ("'),  as  last  amended  by  Regulati~n  -
(EEC) No 836/94 (S); 
Whereas applieations for aid submitted under Rcp.dation 
(EEC}  No 3528/86. for  the  purpose of carrying out an 
intensive, cbnrinuous surveillance referred to in Article 2 
(  1)  should  contain  all  the  information  needed  for  an 
examination  of 'these  measures  in  the  light  .of  the 
objectives  and criteria  of that Regulation;·  wharas this 
information sho1;1ld  be  pr-esented  in  a standardized fonn 
to  facilitate  examination  and  a  comparison  of 
-applications; 
1 
Whereas the measures provided· for in this Regulation are 
in  accordance with the opinion of the Standing. Forestry 
Committee, 
HAS  ADOPTED 1HIS REGULATION: 
.. 
Article 1 
1.  A  network  of permanent observation  plots shall be-
installed  by  the  Member. States.  By  30 June  1994, the 
selection of the plots shall  be completed and over SO o/o 
of the plots shall  be  installed, according to the common 
. methods ·for the es~ablishment of a. network of pcm1anerit 
(4)  OJ  No L 161, 10.  6~ 1987, p.  1. 
(5)  OJ  No L 97,  15. 4.  1994,  p.  4. 8 
observation  plots  for  intensive,  continuous  monitoring 
(see  Annex J).  The last plots shall be  installed  before 30 
June 199  5. For all plots the Member States shall· forward 
to the Commission by 15 December 1994 a review of the 
selection criteria·. and a complete list of the selected plots, 
including  basic  information such  as  location  (longitude, 
latitude, altitude) and species, as well  as the general plot 
informatio.n  for  each  installed  observation  plot  m  a 
standardized form as specified in Altnex vna. 
to  establish  or  extend  the  network  of permanent 
observation  plots  for  the  intepsive  and  continuous 
surveillance,  ·  · 
t()  carry out the  inventory of crown condi·tion, 
.  . 
to carry out the soil  inv·entory, · 
to carry out the foliage  inventory, 
to carry out the increment measurements,  l  2.  On  the  p~rmanent observation  plots  intensive  and 
continuous surveillance of the forest eeosystems shall  be 
carried out. This contains the continuous inventory of the 
crown  condition,  the  inventory  of  soil  and  foliar 
condition  and  measurements  on  increment  changes, 
deposition  rates  and  meteorology  in  accordance  with 
objective sampling methods and analysed  in  accordance 
to ~rry out the deposition measurements, and 
\  ~ 
with established methods.  · 
3.  By  31  December 1996, Member States shall  forward 
. to  the ·Commission  in  a  standardized  form  the  data 
collected  from  the  diffferent  surveillance  undertaken 
between 1991  and 1996 for  each permanent observation 
plot  together  wirh  an  interpretation  of  the  result~  as 
specified  in  Annex VII. 
:4.  Technical 'details  pertaining to the .provisions of this 
Article are set out in  Annexes III  to VI. 
Article 2· 
1.  Applications fc;>r  aid from the Community: 
to carry out the meteorological measurements, 
within the meaning of Article 2  (1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 3528/86 shall contain the information and documents 
specified  in  Annex II to this Regulation.  · 
Applications  shall  be  submitted  in  triplicate  and  m 
accordance with Annex II. 
Member  States  shall  submit  applications  to  the 
Commission before  1 November each year in  respect for 
the following year. 
2.  Applications not meeting the requirements set out in 
paragraph 1 of this Article shall nor be  considered. 
Article 3  .. 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into force  on 'the  third  day . 
.following  its  publication .in  the  Official Journal  of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  m  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  29 April  1994. 
For  the Commission 
Rene STEI CHEi" 
Member of the Commtssion ;9  • 
ANNEX I 
COMMON  METIIODS  FOR  THE  EST  ABLISHME~I  OF  A  NETWORK  OF  PERMANENT 
OBSERVATION PLOTS FOR Il\"TENSrvE, (:ONTINUOUS MOl'trrfORING 
(Article 2  (1) to Regulation (EEC)  No 3528/86 and its  amendme11:ts) 
I.  General rematks 
The purpose of the 'scheme  mentioned  in  Article  2  (1) .to  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3528/86 and  its. 
amendments iS  to ~blish.  a network of permanent observation plots in  the Member States of the 
Community and to collect d-ata  by  intensive and continuous surveillance. 
The objectives- of the scheme are: 
- to conduct an intensive and continuous monitoring of forest ecosystems in relation to the damage 
caused by  annospheric pollution. and other factors  influencing forest condition, 
to improve the understanding of the causal relationship between changes in  forest ecosystem attd 
the factors influencing it, especially atmospheric pollution, by concentrating a't  a. single location 
various measurements and monitoring of forest  ecosysterns and its component,  · 
to  obtain  relevant  informatipn  on  the  evolution  of a  number  of  forest  ecosystems  in  the 
Community. 
II.  .  Establishment of the network of permanent observation plots 
11.1.  Selection of plots 
Member States shall  select  by  30 June  1994 at its  latest  a  sufficiently  large  number of permanent 
observation  plots  in  their  country. The  maximum  number  of these  plots  should ;in  principle  not 
exceed 20 %  of the number of national plots of the Community'$  Hi  x  l6 km gridnet (Regulation 
EEC No 1696/87). Member States with a  limited number of plots of the Community's gridnet, are 
allowed to select  a larger number of permanent plots under the condition that the number shall  be 
limited up to 15  plo~s. 
The selection  of these  plots  are  the  re~ponsibility of the  Member  States,  although  the  following 
criteria for  the selectton should  be  appl_ied: 
the  plots  should  be  located  in  such  a  way  that  the  more  important  forest  species  and  more 
\~:idespread growing conditions in  the  res~ctive country are  represented, 
the minimum size of a plot shall 'be 0;25 hectares measure.d  on a horizontal plane, 
to minimize  the effects  from  activities  on  surrounding areas the  plot  shall  be  surrounded  by  a 
buffer zone. The actual width of the  zone is  d~pendmg on  the type and age  of the forest.  If the 
area  of the  plot  and  its  surroundings  is  unif<;>rm  with  regard  to  height  and  age  structure,  the . 
· width  of the  buffer-zone can  be  restricted- to 5 or 1  0 m.  If the  forest  area  m which  the plot is 
located  consists  of mixed  stands,  different  species  or  age  structure,  the  buffer  zone  shall  be 
enlarged to up to five  times ·the  pqrential maximum height of the forest  in  the plot, 
as  the plot will  have to be available· for long duration monitoring, it  is  necessary that the corners 
and/or  boundaries are clearly  marked  and that each  sample  tree  in  the  plot  is  numbered. in  a 
pennanent way, 
the. plots should be easily accessible at all  times and no restrictions with regard to the access arid 
sampling should  exist~  - . 
there should be no differences in the managemeiu of the plot, its buffer zone and the surrounding 
forest  (e. g.  mangagernent operations should be  comparable and disturbances by  the monitoring 
should be  kept to a  minimum),  ·  · 
direct pollution from  known local sources should be  avoided. Plots should not be  located in  the 
immediate surrounding of farms,  very  close to main  roads or in  the direct  vicinity of ·polluting 
industries, .  · 
a sufficient number of trees should be  available for  sampling in or nearby the plot, 
the plots and the  buffer zone should  be  as  uniform as  possible  regarding. e.g.  spe~·i~s- or species 
mixture, age size, soil  and  slop~. 
the plots should  be  located  sufficient-ly  far  away from  the  forest  edge. 
f  ~  • - ·10 
. It  is  recommended  to  select  pfots  which  have  been  monitored  during  the  last  years  within  the 
framework of the Regulation (EEC)  No 3528/86 or o~her programmes. When additional plots have 
to be  selected it  is  recommended that. plots are identical .with or located nearby one of the existing 
plots  of ·the  Community's  16  x  16  km  netWork  and  that  plots  are  located  in  such  a  way  that 
information from  other sources (e.g. ·meteorological stations) can· be  used. 
11.2.  InstallatiOn  and documematJOn of the plot 
i 
Member States shall install, preferably all, but at least over 50 % of the plots in a permanent .way by 
30 June 1984.  In  certain cases it could be acceptable that the actual installation of the last  plots 1s 
delayed  for  one  year.  Each  installed  plot  shall  be  described  in  detail.  General  data  shalt  be 
determined  and  reported  before  15  December  1994.  The  detailed  description  of the  plot  shall 
include:  the  exact  location  of the  plot,  a  sketch  map  shall  be  prepared  shbwing  the  pe~manent 
marking  of the  plot  comers  and/or  boundaries,  the  number  of trees  in  the  plot  and  any  orhe·r 
r~levanr permanent elements in or nearby the plot (e. g. access road, rivers).  In  the future, the exact 
location of sample sites  (e.g.  soil .pits) shall be recorded on this map as well. 
11.3.  Definitio7t of a sub-plot 
In  principle all  trees in  the total plot are to be  included in  the sample for  the tree assessment  (e.g. 
cr0'-""11  inventory, increment assessment). In the case that the plot has many trees (i.e. dense stands), a 
sub-plot  may  be  defined  to  be  used  for  these  surveys.  The. size  of the  sub-plot  at the  time  of the 
insrallai~on of the  plot  should be  large  enough  to  give  reliable  estimates  for  these  surveys  for  a 
minimum of 20 years, preferably throughout the life of the stand. A minimum of at least 20 trees m 
the sub-plot should be  available in  this  period. 
11.4.  General information 0,1 each plot 
The  following  general  information  on  each  permanent  observation  plot  for  the  intensive  and 
continuous monitoring shall be collected during the install2xion and the  first  surveys: 
--
Installation  F1rsr  surveys 
\ 
Descriptive code  Counrrv 
Obsen-;rion plot number 
Actual latitude and 
longitude 
Stte  data  Altitude  Availability of water 
Orientation  . to the pnncipal species 
T oral plot size  Humus rype 
Number of trees in  plot  Soil  unit (estimate) 
Sub-plot (if any) 
Stand data  Mean age of 
dominant storey 
Main tree species 
Yield  (estimate) 
Other observation  History of the plot  .. 
Nearby situated other  .. 
monhoring .station 
.... 11  .. 
By  1.5  December 1994, the  Member States shall  forward to the Commission for  ea'ch  installed  plot 
·rhe  information  collecttd  du,ring  the  installation  using  a  d~tafile  (see  Annex  VIla,  Form  la) and 
reports (see  Annex VIla,  Form  lb). Important information obtained during the year:s  of monitorihg 
shall  be  submitted yearly  using  the Forms  la and lb (Annex  VII).  The other information shall  be 
submitted  right  after  the  first  rdevant  survey  has  been ·carried  ou.t·  and. will  be  updated  when 
necessa,ry .. 
11.5.  Replacement of prmtanent obserf!ation.plots 
Permanent observation plots have to be available for long duration monitoring. ln case of unforeseen 
events  (e.g.  destruction  of trees  in  the  plot  by  fir~ stonn) a  replacement  of this  plot  might  be 
necessary; Member States shall forward to the Commission the basic information for the new plot as 
specified in  this Annex. 12 
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ANNEX If 
APPLICATIONS  FOR  AID  FROM THE COMMUNITY IN  RESPECf OF THE MEASURES  TO BE 
CARRIED  OUT  PURSUANT  TO  ARTICLE  2  OF  REGULATION  (EEC)  No  3528186  AND  ITS 
AM.ENDMENTS 
Applications  for  aid  must  be  presented  in  accordance  with  Annex  A  to Commission  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 526187 (I) together with a su.mmary of the information listed below and the cQmpleted table as included 
to this Annex .as  Form  2a.  ·  · 
For each of the measures to be  carried out in- accord.ance to Article 2, information on the following items 
shall be given: 
1.  Short description of the measures 
2. . Applicant 
Links  between the applicant and the measures 
3.  Agency respo1tsible  for carrying out the measures 
Object and scope of the  agency's main activities 
4.  De~iled description of the measures  ~here: 
(a)  the measures relate to establishing or extending the network of permanent observation plots for the 
intensive and continuous surveillance 
1.  Description of existing situation 
2.  Geographical _location  and area of the region(s) concerned  (+cartographical document) 
3.  Number of permanent  o~servation plots 
(b) the measures relate to the establishment and execution of an inventory of the crown condition on the 
permanent observation plots  · 
1.  Description of existing situation 
2.  Number of observation plots, which are to be  i:1duded in the crown condition inventory (Form 
2a) 
3.  Detailed  description  of the  sampling  procedure  used  ar  plot  level  (number  of trees,  markings, 
etc.) 
4.  Indication of timetable  for  the execution of rhe  projected  me~sures (Form  2b) 
(c)  the  measures  relate  to the establishment and execution of an  inventory of the soil  condition on  the 
permanent obser\'ation plots 
1.  Description of the existing situation 
2.  Number of permanent observation plots, which are to be included in the soil condition inventory 
(Form  2a) 
3.  Detailed description of the sampling procedures' used at plot level  (number of single samples, soil 
profile description, etc.)  " 
4.  Derailed  description  of parameters  to  be  determined  and  th~ analysis  methods  to  be.  applied 
including a clear description of any calibration, correction, and/or recalculation needed _to  make 
the results compatible with the results analysed according to the approved methods  · 
5.  Indication of the timetable for the execution of the projected  measur~ (Form  2b) 
(d)  the measures relate to the establishment and execution of an inventory of the foliar condition or the 
permanent observation plots 
1.  Description of the existing situation 
2.  Number  of permanent  observation  plots,  which  are  to  be  included  in  the  foliar  cond1tion 
inventory (Form 2a) 
( 1)  OJ  1\:o  L 53,  21.  2.  1987, p.  14. 
1 
"' 1'3 
3.  Detailed  description  of the  sampimg  procedures used  at  plot  leve~  (number  of smgle  samples, 
de~ription, etc.) 
4.  Detailed  description  of parameters  to  be  determined  and  the  analysis  methods  to -be  applied' 
including a clear description of any calibration, correction, and/or rec:alcularion  needed to make 
the results compatible 
.5~  Indication  ofth~. timetable for  the  ex~cution of the projected measures  (form 2b) 
'  . 
(e)  the measures relate to the establishment and execution of the measurements of increment changes oil 
the permanent observation plots  ·  · 
1.  Description of the existing situation 
2.  Number  of  ~rmanent  observation  plots,  vhich  are  to  be  included  for  the . increme.nt 
measurements (Fonn 2a) 
3.  Detailed description ofthe measurement procedures used at plot level  (number of measurements, 
description, etc.) 
4.  Detailed  description· of parameters  to  be  determined  and  the  analysis  methods -to  be  applied 
including a clear description. of.any calibration, correction, and/or recalculation needed to. make . 
the results compatible with the results analysed according to the approved methods 
5.  Indication of the timetable  for  th~ execution of me  projected measures (Form  2b) 
(f)  the measures relate to the  es~~blishment and execution of the measurements of deposition rates on 
the pennanem oljser\'ation plots 
1.  Description of the existing situation 
2.  Number  of  permanent  observation  plots,  which  are  to  be · included  for  the  deposition 
measurements (form 2a) 
3.  Detailed description of the measurement procedures used at plot level  (number of measurements, 
description, etc.)  ' 
4.  Detailed, description  of  parameters  to. be  determined  .. and  the  analysis  methods  to  be  applied 
including a clear description of any calibration, correction, and/or recalculation needed to make 
the results compatible with  the results analysed according to the approved methods 
5.  Indication of the timetable  for  the execution of the projected measutes (Form 2b) 
(g)  the measures relate  to th( establishment and execution of the meteorological  measurements on  the 
·permanent obser\'atitm -plots  · 
1.  Description of the existing situation 
2.  'N'umber  of  permanent  observation  plots,  which  ar~  to  be  ipcluded  for  the, meteorological 
measurements (Form  2a) 
3.  Detailed description of the measurement procedures used at plot level  (number of measureme.ms, 
description, etc.) 
4.  Detailed  description  oi parameters  to  be  determ.i,ned  and  the  analysis  'methods  to  be  applied 
including a clear descnption of any calibration, correction, and/or recalculation needed to  make 
the results compatible with  the results analysed according to the approved methods 
5.  Indication of the  timetable for  the  ~xecution ofthe projected measures iForm. ~b) 
5.  Cost of measures under 4a  to 4g (Form  2a) 
1.  Costs for  the establishment or extending the network _(4a)_ 
1.1. Costs per plot 
1.2. T oral costs 
1.3. Ald  applied  for 'from  the Community 
2.  Costs of establishment, observation or sampling for each Sl:lrvey  (4Q  to 4g) 
2.1. Costs per pl'ot 
2.2. Total costs 
2.3. Aid  applied  for  from  the  Comm~mry I. 
14 
3.  Costs of analysis and evaluatjon for  each survey  (4b to 4g) 
3  .1.  Costs per  plot 
3.2. Total costs 
3.3. Aid  applied Jor from  the  Community 
4.  Total project costs (Sum of costs for  1.2 (establishment), 2..2  (obsenrations and/or sampliflg. and 3.2 
(analysis and evaluation)) 
5.  Total aid applied for  from  the Community {Sum  of costs for  1.3 ·(establishment), i.3 (observations 
and/or sampling) and 3.3 (analysis and evaluation)) 
6.  Complete form  2lf a'nd 2b 
......................................  . 
Date and signarure 
; . 
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ANNEX Ill 
COMMON  METiiODS  FOR  11iE  INVENTORY  OF  THE  CROWN  CONDmON  ON  THE· 
PERMANENT OBSERVATION PLOTS 
I.  General remarks 
The inventory. shall be carried. out on all permanent observ-ation plots in 1994 and shall be  repeated 
·annually.  ' 
II.  Inventory methodologx 
II. 1.  Selection of  ~mple trees· 
In principle all  pre-dominant, dominant and·c<Hiominant trees (Kraft: class 1 to 3) in the ~otal plot 
are  to be  monitored.  In  the case  that the  plot  has  many  trees  (e.g.  dense  stands), the  number of 
sample trees for  the crown assessment could be  reduced  by  using a sub-plot {see .Annex I (Il.3)). In 
the case of a sub-plot all  the pre-dominant, dominant and co-dominant trees (Kraft: dass 1 to 3)  in 
the sub-plot are to be  monitored. In certain cases it could be allowed that a different, but ob)ective 
and  unbiased  system  is  used  to reduce  or to select  the nu-mber  of trees to be  sampled. The same  / 
methods shall be applied every year and a  min~um  of 20 trees shall be  assessed each survey.· 
II.2.  Date of asses$ment 
The inventory is  to be  Jmdertaken between the end of the formation of new needles and leaves and 
before the autumnal leaf discolouration. 
11.3.  General background information 
The following general information shall  be c91lected: 
·- plot number, 
- .tree number, 
tree species, 
date of assessment. 
II.4.  Assessment of sample  trees 
1.  Visual  assessment  of defoliation 
DefoliatiOn  shall  be  estimated  in  5 %  steps  in  relation  to  a  tree  v.:·irh  full  foliage  in .local 
condition. The classification of trees  into degrees  of defoliation shall be carried out during the 
observation and shall  be  registered in  5 %  steps. 
2:  Visual  assessment· of discoloi.lration 
The  classification  of  trees  into  degrees  of  discolour:.tion  shall  be  carried  out  after  the 
observations have  been  made. 
The degrees of discolouration are defmed as follows: 
Class  Discolourarion  Indicative percentage of 
·leaves discoloured 
0  None or negligible  0-10 
1  Slight discolouration  11-25 
2  Moderate discolouration  26--6lf 
3  Severe discolouration  >  60 
4  Dead 
..... 
..., .17 
3.  Additional  parameters 
The add1tional  parame~ers are listed  below: 
damage due to easily  identifiable causes (insect, fungi, "abiotic agents ... ), 
identification of damage type, 
observations on the ttee in the plot  . 
. ll.5.  Data transfer 
The Member States shall  forward to the Commission for each plot this informntion in  standardized forms  (se~ .Annex Vll, 
Form 3a and 3b) 
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ANNEX I\' 
COMMON  METHODS  FOR  THE  SOIL  11\TVENTORY  ON  THE  PERMA!,TE!\T"f  OBSERVATIO~ 
PLOTS 
I.  General remarks 
The inventory  is  to be  carrie.d  our on all  permanent observation plots  in  the period  between  1994 
and 1996. s't:>il  condition data, which  were collected and analysed  before  1994, but after 1 january 
1991 could also be used if the methods as described below have been applied. The inventory will  be 
'repeated on' each individual  sample plot every  10 years.  This Annex is  based  on resultS  of the soil 
expert panel of UN-ECEJICP. on assessment and monitoring of air pollution effects on forests _{ICP 
forests).  Reference  is  made to the manual (1992l prepared by  this expert panel.  After two sampling 
periods a  review of the parameters to be analysed in  future soil samples shall be  made. 
II.  Inventory methodology 
11.1.  Selectio,, of sample  locati~n 
Soil samples  ~ill be  statistically representative for the situation of the plot. The soil samples will  be 
collected from a profile pit and/or taken from  bores. Care should be  taken to a\'oid any disturbance 
of roots belonging to sample trees. 
11.2.  . General background i~tformation 
The following general  informatio~ shall  be  collected: 
plot number, 
date of sampling and analysis. 
11.3.  Pedological and physical characterizattoh  C?f the sample plots 
A pedological characterization shall  be  made for  each sample plot. It is  advtsed to make the profile 
-deKription .accor.ding ro .the  .F  AO-.guidelines  (fA 0  guidelines  for  soil  description,  third  edition 
(revised), Rome  1990) in  the buffer zone. Care should be taken that the profile description(s)  is/are 
made on a location which is  representative for the actual sampling area. It is recommended that the 
dry bulk density  is  determined from  undisturbed soil  to e;table the calculation of the total nutrient 
contents. If the dry bulk density is  not determined, a reasonable estimate of this parameter should be 
made. The determination of the soil  granulometry is  mandatory. The particle ·size  fractions are:  < 2 
jlm, 2-63 jlm, 63:2000 jlm  (FAO). If 50 ~lm is  used ro separcite silt and sand fractions, conversion to 
63  jlm  limit  has  to be  done. 
11.4.  Method of samplmg 
The soil  samples shall  be  collected  by  depth or by  horizon.  For every  sampled  layer or horizon, at 
least  one  representative  composite· sample  will  be  collected  or  several  samples;  the  number  of 
subsamples collected for  the composite sample and the  sampling da,t'e  shatl  be  reponed. 
The organic  layers  (0- and  H-) n  are  sampled  separately.  In  case  the  sampling  is  done  by  fixed 
depth, the following layers are to be  used: 
rJ  The soil  expen panel of the UN-ECEIICP has agreed  to  US('  the definitions as given in the  FAO-guidelines  for  soil 
description (1990), and the definitions of the orgamc layers (0· and H-) are as follows: 
H-horitons or layers: layers dominated by  organic material, formed from accumulations of ·undecomposed or par:ially 
decomposed organic material at the soil surface wh1ch may be  underwater. All  H-horitons are saturated with water for 
prolonged periods or were onc;e saturated but are now  anif~~:•all) dramed. An H-horiwn may be  on the top of mineral 
soils or at any depth beneath the surfao:e  if  it  as  buraed. 
0-horitons or layers: layers dominated by organic material, consisting of undecomposed.or partially decomposed litt~r, 
such as leaves, needles, twigs, moss and lichens, which has.accumulated on the surface; they rna)·  be  on top of either 
mineral or organic soils. 0-horitons are not saturated with water for prolonged periods. The mln·eral  fraction of such 
material is only a small percentage of the \'Oiume of the material and generally is  much less than half'of the weight. An 
0-layer may  be  at  the  surface  of a  soil  or :n 'any  depth  beneath the surface  if  it  IS  buned.  An  horizon  formed  by 
illu.viataon of organi( material into a  mmerJI suhod 1s  not an O·hor1zon, thout:h some honzom formed m  this matter · 
contain muo:h  orgamo:  matter. 
1 I 
I 
I 
• 
19 
0- 10 em  tit  is  advised,to sample 0 ~  5 and 5- 10 separately}, 
io- 20 em, 
20-40 em, 
40- 80 em. 
11.5.  Transport storage and preparation 
The samples shall be ttanspc;>ned and stored in such a. way that chemical .changes are minimized. The 
procedures  of  this  transpcin  and  storage  (including  waiting  periods)  shall  be  reponed.  Where 
applicable the problems and deviations of these procedures shall be ·reponed in detail. It  is advised ro 
store pan of the sample in a soil ·bank Jor comparative· use  with future  sampling (e.g in 10 years). 
Before the samples are analysed thl· samples have to be  prepared. Large irems (> 2 mm)  have to be 
removed, the samples have to be  dried (at a maximum of .40  •c),, and milled or sieved. 
11.6.  Analysis methods 
In  the 'Manual on methodologies of forest soil  sampling and  analysis' prepared  by  the soil  expen 
panel of the ICP forests,  the approved methods for the .ana.lysis  of the various soil  parameters are 
described.  It is  advised  to use the approved methods. In case  other (national) methods are  applie~ 
the comparability of the analysis results shall  be  reported in  detail together with the presentation of 
the analysis  results.  The inventory of the  forest  soil  condition will  distinguish  berwee'n  mandatory 
and optional parameters (see  list}. 
Mandatory and optional parameters and their respective approved method for  anal)•sis: 
Parameter  Units  H/0·  Min  Approved  methods  Remarks 
pH (CaCl2l  Mandatory  Mandatary  Labex  S703·01·1·1  and 
ISOffC190/SC3/GT8 . 
Carbon organic (C-org)  (gfkg)  Mandatory  Mandatory  Dry combustion 
N1trogen  (N)  (g/kg)  Mandatory  Mandatory  Dry combustion 
Phosphorus (P)  (mg/kg)  Mandatory  Optional  Extractant: aqua regia 
Potassium (K)  (mg/kg)  MandatOr')'  Optional  -Extractant: aqua reg1a 
Calcium (Ca)  {mg/lc.g)  Mandatory  Optional  Extractant: aq"a regia 
Magnesium (Mgl  (mg/kg)  Mandatory  Optional  Extractant: aqua reg1a 
Organic layer (0rgUy)  (kg!m2)  Mandatory  Volume 
(cylindric)-dry·weight 
if pH (CaCI2)  >6  Calcium  carbonate  (g/kg)  Optional  Mandatory I  AFNOR X 31-105 •. 
(CaC03) 
Exchangea-ble acidit'}'  (cmof•lkg)  Optional  - - Mandatory  T1tratim. 
(Ac-E.Xc) 
Sase cations  (cmol•/kg))  Optional  Mandator''  Extractant: BaCI2 
exchangeable (BCE) 
Acid  cations  (cmol•/kg)  Optional  .  Mandatory  Extractant: BaCl2 
exchangeable (ACE) 
Cation exchange  (cmoh'kg)  Opti~mal  Mandatory  Bascomb 
capaclt)' (CEC) 
Base  satur;won  (%)  Optional  Mandatory  Labex  L8703-26·1-1 
(BaseSat)  . 
Sod1um  (!'-;a)  (mg/kgl  Optional  Optional  Extractant: aqua  regia 
Alurnimum (AI)  tmg!kg)  Optional  Optional  Extractant: aqua  regia 
Iron  (Fe)  (mg/kgl  Optional  Optional  Extractant: aqua rtgia 
Chrom1um  (Cr)  (mg/kg)  Optional  Extractant: aqua regia 
I 
N1ckel  (~i)  (mg/kg)  Optional  Extractant: aqua regia  . 
Manganese (Mn)  (mg/kgl  Optional  Optional  Extractant: aqua reg1a 
Zm.:  (Zn)  -(mg/Kg)  Optional  Optional  Extractant: aqua regia 
Copper (Cu),  ,mg!kg)  Opti~mal  Optaonal  ' Extractant: .qua regia 
Lead  (Pb)  , (mg/kg)  Optional  Optional  Extractant:· aqua regia 
,. 
Cadmium (Cd)  (mg/kg)  Optional  Optional·  Extractant: aqua regia 
Mercurium (Hg)  (mg/kg)  Optional  Extractant: aqua regia 
Sulphur (S)  (rna/kg)  Op~ional  Optional  Extractant: aqua regia 
pH  (H20)  . Optional  Optional  pH-electrode 
Electric conductivity  (mSim)  Optional  Optional  EC-metre 
(EC) 
Metnber States are free  to analyse more, all, or part of the. optional parameters. 
11.7.  Data transfer 
The Member States shall forward to die Commission for each plot this information  i~ a  Standardized 
form  (see  Annex VII,  Form 4a, 4b, and 4c). 20 
ANNEX V 
COMMON METHODS FOR  THE FOLIAGE INVfli.'TORY. ON TilE PERMANENT OBstRV.-\TION 
PLOTS 
, 
I.  General remarks 
The inventory is  to be carried out on all  permanent observation plots. The first  common inventory 
shall be completed  befor~ the summer of 1996. Although it is  recommended to carry out the foliage 
inventory in the indicated periods-of summer 1995 and winter 1995/96, i~ could be allowed that the 
inventory is  split over two years.  The inventory will be  repeated on each' individual  plot in  a  two 
year interval. The following technical details are based on the results of the expen panel for  foliar 
analysis of ICP forests.  Reference is  made to the manual (1993) prepared by this expen panel. 
ll.  Inventory methodology 
11.1.  Date of samplmg 
Deciduous species (including larch): sampling must be done when the new leaves are fully  developed, 
and Qefore the very beginning of the autumnal yellowing and senescence. Evergreen species: sampling 
must be done during the dormancy period. Member States are requested to define for  each region, 
and inside each region for  plains and mountains, the most convenient period for ·the sampling and · 
analysis of the various species, and to keep to this period. 
11.2.  Selection of trees 
Every seeond year, at least five  trees of each main species present in  the plot are sampled. 
The number of trees needed  for  the sampling are selected in  such a  way that: 
the trees are different from those used for the crown assessment, in order ro avoid that successive 
samplings introduce loss of foliage,  . 
in  case  the  vitality  assessment  is  restricted to the trees  in  the sub-plot, the  trees  for  the  foliage 
-sampling shall  be  selected  from  the rem!lining  part of the total plot. If no sub-plot  is·  used  the 
trees for sampling shall be .selected from the trees in the buffer zone. In thts case the trees selected 
for  sampling in  the  buffer zone  ~hall be given a  special  number (see  Annex \:ll),  · 
the trees  belong to  th~ predominant and dominant classes (fotest with closed canopy) or to the 
trees  with average height  :!:  20 %  (forest with open canopy), 
the trees are in  the vicinity of the locations where soil samples were taken for anaylsis; however 
care  must  be  taken  that  the  main  roots of the sample uees have  not  been. damaged·  by  soil 
sampling,  ·  · 
the trees are .representative· of the mean defoliation level of the plot  (~ 5% of the mean foliage 
loss), 
the trees are representative of the sanitary status of the plot. 
The same sample trees shall be sampled over the years; the trees must be numbered.' For species with 
small  crowns  and too few  needles  (or  leaves)  per year,  it  is  allowed  (but hot  recommended)  to 
alternate between two sets of five tr.ees, when l,lecessry" to avoid damage to the sample trees. Each set 
mut respond to the above conditions.  · 
Only trees  of the mJin species  of the Community. are to be  sampled (see  Annex  \"11,  item  15). 
'· 
'-'·. ...  ; 
'· 
21 
Trees wh1da  are used  for  tne  sampling of foliage, shill be  assessed  on crown condition  (see  Arinex 
II!), using·the existing or .the  specially assigned  numbers.  · 
11.3.  .  General background information 
""  '  The following  iNformation  shall  be  collected: 
plqr  number, 
data of sampling and analysis; 
tree species. 
II.4.  Selection and qUDntity of leaves and needles 
The trees in the plot canl!lot be felled, which may influence the sampling method of leaves or needles. 
It is  important that sampled leaves  or needles  have  developed  in  full  light.  Generally  speaking the 
current year needles or leaves of evergreen species are most convenient for judging the nutrition level 
but, for a number of elements, comparing element concentration in older needles with that in current 
year needles may be  interesting. 
The sampled leaves or needles must he taken from  the upper third of crown, but not from the very 
first  whorls  in  the  conifers;  in  stands  where  the  different- whorls  can  be  clearly  identified,  it  is 
advisable to sample between the seventh and the 15th whorl. 
For  deci~uous species, sampling is  done on current year leaves or needles. 
For  evergreen  species,  sampling  of both  the  current  year  needles  or  leaves  and  the  second  year 
needles or leaves  (current + 1)  is  recommended. 
For all species it is  necessary to take care that lea\'es or needles which are ·sampled are mature ones, 
especially. for  species  which  ha~e several  flushes  per  year  (e.g.  Pinus  Halepensis,  Pseudotsugq 
menZiesii, Euc.alyptus sp.  QMe.rcus sp., For Larix sp.  and Cedrus sp.  samples are taken of  .the shon 
twigs of the previous year. 
In general sampling must be carried out in such a way that all  the orier'ltations are represented in  the 
set  of sample  trees.  If necessary  it  is  allqwed  to  sample  diifere,Pt  orientations  on _each  tree of the 
-sample «t. In -special  ~ires with -evident -influence of "()ne  orient~tien ~..g. -s~«p -slopes -Gr  strong 
dominant wind) only one orientation is  sampled, which a!ways has to be the same. In such cases, it 
is  necessary, to document the orientation. · 
For the analysis of major elements and Fe,  Mn, Zn, Cu, the  r~commended quantity is  30 grams of 
fresh  needles or leaves  for each sampled age class.  · 
Each country may decide  to sample  a larger quantity of leaf material, according to· the  need  of its 
own analytiCal  methods, or. in  order to conserve 'Samples  for  the  future. 
11.5.  Means of  sampling 
As  trees cannot be  felled,  any convenient way of sampling, taking into con-sideration kind and size of 
stands etc.,  is  acceptable,  provided that it  does not lead  ro contamination. of the sample, to hca\-y 
tr~e damage, or to risks  for  the sampling team.  · 
11.6.  Pretreatment before sending the samples to the laboratories for analysis 
At  least  five  trees  of each  main  species  present  in  the  plot  are  sampled;  the  five  samples  are 
individually preserved .in  bags; .for  analysis, a composite sample is  made by  mixing equal quantities 
of each  of the -fiye  samples  (in  case  the  five  trees  are  analysed  individually~ the  mean  value  is 
calcul~ted for each element). 
For broadleaves, it may be advisable to detach the leaves· from the twigs (and even, in cenaio species, 
the small  leaves  from .the  axis)  bus this  is  not necessarv  for the conHer needles. The .shoots of the 
·current year and those of the second year are separated and  pre~erved in  separate bags. The use of 22 
pierced  high  density  polyethylene  bags  is  recomme11ded.  If possible,  samples  are dried  in  a  clean 
room and stored in  a  c_ool  place in  pierced  polyethyl~ne bags. 
Great care must be taken to dearly mark each sample (forest, number of plot, species, age of needles, 
etc.) before sending it to. the labora"tory for analysis. These identifications must be given outstde the 
bag (directly on the bag by  indelible ink, or by  clasping a  label on  the bag). lt is  recommended to 
repeat  these  identifications  inside  the  bag on  a  paper  label  written  with  indelibl~ mk.  The  label 
should be folded in order to avoid leaves or needle contamination by contact· wtth ink. 
·.  11.7.  Treatment before analysis 
The determination  o( the  mass  of 100  leaves  or  1 000  needles,  as  well  as  the  shoot  mass,  are 
recommended for the intensive and continuous surveillance on the permanent observation plots and 
the current year shoot. 
It  is  not  necessary  to cut  the  petioles  of the  leaves  but  in  case  of compound  leaves  it  may  be 
advisable to detach the small leaves from the axis if this has not been  done in  the forest. To av<;>id 
contamination, no powdered plastic gloves shall  be·  used. 
It is not necessry to systematically wash the samples, but it may be advisable in  regions with a  high 
level  of air  pollution  or  near  the  sea.  The  samples  shall· be  ·washed  with  water.  without  any · 
additions. 
Oven  drying  must  ~  done  at  no  more  than  80  "C  for  at  least  24  hours.  The  needles  shall  be 
removed  from  the  twigs  with· the  same  precautions  as  for  detaching the  small  leaves  from  their 
axis. 
Dry samples shall be  ground in  order to obtain a  fine  po~der, as homogeneous as  possible. There 
will always remain some  fibres, depending on the tree  species; this ts  not a  major inconvenience if 
they are small and if the powder is  mixed carefully before taking samples for  analysL5.  For Mn, Fe, 
Cu, Cd,  AI  and  Pb determination, it ·has  to be  assured that the grinder does not contaminate the 
samples.  The grinder  may  be tested  by  grinding dried  fibrous  cellulose  and analysing it  for  these 
elements before and after the grinding. 
11.8.  Chemical analyses 
Only tne total element concentration is  determined. 
In the 'Manual on methodologies for leaf  and needle sampling and analyses' prepared by  the foliar 
-expert "Panel  -of  -the  -IC.P  forests,  the  indicative  methods  lor  the  analysis  -ef  the  ..varieus  fohar 
parameters are described. 
Each country is allowed to use its national methods. But  is  is  necessary to compare the total element 
concentrations obtained by national methods with those certified on the reference standard samples .. 
The foliage  inventory will distinguish between mandatory and optional parameters (see  list  below). 
Parameters 
Mandatory parameters 
Nitrogen (N) 
Sulphur (S) 
Phosphorus (P) 
Calcium  (Ca) 
Magnesium (Mg) 
Potassium (K) 
. Opttona! parameters 
·  ~odium (Na) 
Zinc (Zri) 
Manganese (Mn) 
Iron (Fe) 
Copper (Cu) 
Lead (Pb) 
Aluminium (AI) 
Borium (B) 
Member States are free  to analyse more, all, or pari 'of the optional parameters. 
ll.9. .  Data transfer 
'  . 
The Member States shall forward to the Commission for each plot this informat.ro'n in a standardized 
form (see Annex VII,  Form -Sa, 5b, and 5c). 
t 
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ANNEX \'I 
COl\.1MON  METHODS  FOR  INCREMENT  CHANGE  MEASUREMENTS· ON  THE ·PERM.~.<\~EZ\1. 
I. 
OBSER:V A  TION PLOTS 
General remarks 
/ 
The  f1rst  measurement  is  to be  carried  out on all  permanent. obsen:ation 'plots  in  the  period  1994 
until  1996.  ' 
The measurement of the gro'Wth  is  d.ivided  into two parts: 
periodic measurements on tree parameters, 
tree ring analysis  by  means of increment cores and stem  discs  (optional). 
The periodic measurements will  be  repeated on each individual plor in· the dormancy period 1999 to 
2000 lind will  then be  repeated in a  five  year interval. The sampling and analysis of increment cores 
and stem discs could  be  carried out once preferably during the  installation·o~ soon after. 
-. The  following  technical  details  are  based  on  the  results  of the  exper:t  panel  on  increment  of ICP 
forests.  Reference  is  made to  th~ manual prepared by  this ex  pen panel.. 
The methodologies described  here  a.re  inappropriate for  maquis and similar vegetation types. 
II.  Inventory methodology 
Il.l.  Date of measurements 
M~sur.emenrs should he .done during the .dormancy period. 
11.2.  '  Selection of sample trees 
1  In  principle all  trees in  the total plot are to be  monitored. In  the case that the plot has many trees 
(e.g. dense stands), a sub-plot may have been defined  ro  be used for the tree assessment (e.g. crown 
assessment anCl  increment). In this case the trees in  the sub-plot are to be  monitored. The ·size  of the 
sub-plot  at  the  time  of the  inventory  should  be  latge  enough  to give  reliable  estimates  for  stand 
increment over the  enure measurement  period. The exact size  of this  sub-plot shall  be  determined 
and reponed. 
· 11.3.  Methods 
PeriodiC  measurements 
Every  five  year~, all  trees. in  the  (sub-)plot are measured. 
Tree ring analysis  (increment cores and stem disc) 
As' the sampling of incremeht cores could influence other measurements these samples are taken. from 
trees outside the plot. As  trees for stem disc sampling have to be felled,  the trees selected have to be 
so far away from the plot that no effeets of this removal can affect the monitored trees in· the- plot. 
At  the same time the sample trees shall be representative to the trees in the plot. Whenever possible,  1 
maximum use· shall  be  made of trees felled  during normal management operations. 
Il.4.  General background information 
The following  inforJllation shall  be  collected: 
-.plot number, 
data of sampling and analysis, 
tree number. 
'  . Il.5.  Parameters tv be measured 
Mandator~ parameters 
Pen  odic measurements  Tree species 
Tree ring apalysis 
Diameter ar  breast height  (DBH) 
Information on management 
operations 
Optional parameters 
Bark 
Tr~ height 
Crown height 
Crown width 
Volume estimates 
Ring  width 
History of the tree diameter under 
bark in five  years intervals 
Basal  area and voh,une  estimates 
. Member States are free  to analyse more, or part of the optional parameters. 
Member States are allowed to use  their own national system and methods. Suggested  methods and 
details on measurements procedures are described in the 'Submanual on increment' prepared by  the 
increment panel of the ICP forests. 
11.6.  Data  transfer 
The Member States shall forward to the Commission for each plot this information in a  standardized 
form  (see  Annex VII,  Forms 6a, 6b, 6c  and 6d). ''" 
·l 
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ANNEX  IX 
Comn1on methods for measurements or meteorology on ~e  pennanent observation· plots· 
Ia the period  tiD  mid  1996 a cest  period  i.s fOIUeell  dariq which, oa a YOblllta.ry buisi ia a ~  DUIIIbcr of 
permUeat pJou (lK)  mec.e.orologic ,mci1Ul'CIDellll ae carried oat. ID the leCODd halt Ot 1996u evabd:ioe wiD 
take place and  ct..~ decails  ud iDceasity  01  lhe coadmttiaa  of tbe meceoroloJic  mt.&SUtemeats  'Will be clecidcd 
upoa. ~  cbe  observario~ oa a  limited  IUIIDbcr  of plocs,  tbe rec:ordiA&  of observ"  dama&e  ~b)' 
me&eocologic  pbeDOIDCM  lbould be cucut.od  Ora aD peaM.,.. ~  plots. 
The meceorologic  oblervaliou are dMdod ia cbRe ....,: 
A)  exoc:ucioe of me.uu:remeat.s  ol  a.c::aaa1 ~  tilaalioD  Ga Oc cbe  to lhe plot ('limiud aumbcr of  plea) 
B)  ddcrmiutioa  of loq-wm dimaDc aicua&ioa  (all pbs) ad  pole8lill  A·~aiaa  eve.ats1pbeDomc  (limUcl 
number of plats) 
C)  observalioa of clamaae of  ~rea ia eM  plot cauecl b)' ~  weafher duati.oas  (all plots) 
The ac:cual  mcasurcmcats  (A) will be c:anie.d  out oaateloc:6oa Gfp1ots, prderabty plocs  wbic:hare abo usocl fGr 
cbe ~  of ~  (Soe  AIIAG  VIII).  11ae  Nembcr  SWcs  are  free  iD  the .Jelec:tioa  of .IDdbods, 
equipmCat  uad frcqueDc:y of  cbe ~  dudq die test peciod. k is fOR.Seea  chat  iD 1he evahWioD  prOc:e.a 
recommead&tioas  for mcchod.s,  equipment  ucS frequeDey ~  fOC'II:IUialcd. 
n.  Inventor; maho®logy 
The meumina equipmeat for 1be moaitori.Dc  cl. cbc ~  pcametea  (A)  will be 1oc::aud  iD or dole to 
lbe plot. Cercam  pirlmetea  (raiafall~ willd, AdWioD., &)  btve 1o be JDC&SW'cd  in an opea ua  iD cbc  f«eSL 
Ocher  puamececs  (e.J  •. ~  ~)  may be bcacr JIKCitnn:d  adet c:roWil cover. ID  1be  test petiod  DO 
~  tlOr cxp1ic::it iuca11ll:ioa  proceduRd ~  aiYeL 'Wbea parametea  suc::h as solat radiatiOa.' nmran, de. 
are moaicorcd,  a ~Dtly  luge  •opec area in Cbe focat' OUiside  1be  SUDcl  mould be lded.cd. This 1oca%ioa 
should be as aear as posaOle, be in Gmilar aicualioD -(dope, elew.tioll·,  ecc) and prcfertbly within a diswlce of  2 
km o(  ch~ plot.  '  .  ' 
~eDever  possible a combiDa.tioa  wi1b.  Cbe  equipmeat  for 4qlosirioe ~  be made. To avoid discwba.Dces  lilt 
~  zooes  aDd soil Glu.atioa, 1be ecp;Upment  should be placocJ iD  ~ch  a w.ay cb.a1  the equipmeot'C&.D be rucbcd ani 
maintained ~  actually pusiaJ 'dmlugh dlc plot.  ' 
For the  test  period che  Member StaleS ue free iD cbe ae.lecf.ion  ofmelbods, equipment  at~d measuring fre.queacy. 
Oo a·  limited  a umber. ?f plou the mileorologic situatiOn  lbould .be monitored: 
•  If  possible an intensive  contiau~ meteorologic  meas:aritlg  station  .should be installed in the 1.imi1.ed  number 
of plou. The Joll.owing parameters  are.  th~a reoommeaded 'to be measured  in a continuous  way: 
Param~ttr 
Rainfall 
Air temperature 
Temperature  of the  soil (e.g. at -0.20m depth) 
Relati,·e  Humidity 
Winds~ed · 
W1nd  dnec:tion 
Solar  rad1ation 
.Melhod 
gauge/datalogger 
d.atalogger 
daulogger 
~er 
dauloggtr 
dawogger 
data  logger 
In  p!~c~s \\ h.:r.:·  sno-.\  1s  common  spc.:ial snowcoHectors  should ~  iosl31kd 26 
•  , As aa allerutive for .situ.atiocl  wbUe DO such ialallive coatiauous meCeorologic  stations cu  be ~ed  it 
.is feC.OIIJD"..ded.  co install, ,oa  lbe limited  number of plou, eqQipmeat  co· moaitor ~  followi.o& paramecen 
withcbc~  . 
R.aiD!ail 
Tempea~~Ure (mu·jmum .ud m.ia.Uuum) 
Soil~ 
Relative lumlidity 
W"md  (dilecsioa u.d ~ 
Solar ndiaaioo 
The foDowiaa illforlllllioa  man be coDec:tcd  : 
plot....,. 
e.xaa .....  d  die u:d oquipmeGt 
daily 
daily 
daily 
free choice 
free cboice  . 
fRie daoice 
localioa dtbe plocs ·(loDeilude,  latitude,  Uticude)  ud of equipmcD(  (rel&tive  co  cbe  plot) 
stall ...  eed ...., .•  die ~ts 
frequeacJ (aamber ol  periods) 
The  data  of the  4cui1.cc!  ~ts  (eemperanua,  nWaD..  wiAd  etc.)  sbOWd  DOt  be  repor1ed  co  the 
Commirsioa,1JUl bpc iD a!e scon,e by cbe  Member S1atea. For~  plot wbete cbe  me&S\U'eiDCDU  have been 
executed a ~  ol  dlc coUeded JDe&SUr'C1DCDts  sbaD be. compiled .md .aubmitlod  co cbc Commission by mid 
1996~  This 1111111DUJ wiD coataiD  izi!Ot'IDilion  oc a IDOiltbly ot <4-wcekly basis, wing dte forms XX1993 .PLM (8a) 
aad XX1993.MEM (lb). 
For each plot tbc  loa& lenD ~c  G!u.atioa  man be cldetmiDed  u  cood u  possible. ~  llO adllal plot data is 
available, c.xi.sdDc cSala &an be uod to e.stim1sc.  she Joa.c-term (opoa area ill cbe forest) ~  licua!i011  of lbe 
plot. This wi!lbe doDe oaly oace. The results are  p~UCG(ed_ to the Qxnmission usiq Form XX199S.MEC (8c). 
' n.5  Dm~  D/~  d.tzmaging  event~  and pll.enmaeu (8) 
For each  plat wbe:re ~  ~  are tabla a ltll( shall be a-!: with 1be  prepa.rarioc  of a list 
ofpoc=tial dan,;ag eveaa. urad pbcalome.Dum. Each eval«pboaaiDCIIIr,...•D be defiAed ill  meteorologic tums.._ 
using  cbe  pu:IIDiDta:l  available fot abe  plot..  This  list ol potadi&l  A•mui"' c~  .&ad f'h~  will he 
-cmrtinuousty  ·11pdald11Jy  Cbe  "Member  SUJC.s,  each  1ime  whal  ,~~~~CD  illfoaaatioll ~  aY&il&Ne.  The 
mformation  oa e'Yezltl ad pbeaomeoa  sball be reponed  so  the Commissioll usillg form XX1995.MEL (8d). 
For the limiced  DUmber  of plots wbere detailed  informarloa  has become available  tb~ oc:c:uneoce and  extremity 
of the  pre-defi.Ded  eveatslphenO!nena  (!1.5) wiD be determioed.  Of each listed  eveatlpbeaomeoon  the  oum~r 
of ocCWTeaoes and the relative exttemity shall be indica~d. These oocurreuoes ·ud extremities shall bt sUbmined 
to the Conu:Jlission using form XX1995.MEO (&e). In case eveuts/pbenomeoa  bave·beeo added or changed, the 
occurrences aod  ~xtrtmrties of the  past years  ~111 be  updaled  as well. 
II. 7  Reporting of ~y  obuT'llui tl.a.mage  (C) 
Whenever during the \<isits on the plot da.rna·ge  has been observed that  ~.a  clear meteorologic ·cause, this  shall 
be  reported -to the Commission by mid  1996 using form Xl995.MED (Sf).  ' 
The reporticg WJll include the cause (drought, storm, frost, hail, etc.) the observed damage (foliage loss, breakAge 
or dying o{ bruche.s or ae'W  shoots, etc.) and an  estimate  of the  period io which the eve-at  took place. 
'"' ..  , 
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D.8  Evo!.w:Jrion  r~port  on Mekorol.ogy 
The Membel Su1es ..U  (orward co  che  Commissioa ao,dbct ~  cbc w~.n·  iD. ~  s'Wl~  foans (ja 
cfiaita1 fonut) as~.  ia Par D.3,U.4,U.6ud R.7u evaluatioll  report  wich the~  Wormatioc 
oo che  used mc::chocls,  models ud bltcrprda6oa  0t results. 
For ~e  rc:porti.a&  of  cbe Wt of  lbe ~  evcmslpbc:oomcu  (li.s) it  ·is RCOmme.Ddcd  co ue a form limilu . 
to the  ex.ample  form Sd.'Ibese forms  c:ould  be ana.c:hcd  ~  aa aue.x to 1he  mea.eorologjc  e\>-&luaai6o  report  . 
/ 
1  . ANNEX  VIII 
Common methods for deposition. measurements  on the ·permanent observation  plots 
The measwemcau  ~  10 be c:anicd out OG a relec:tioo debe peDD&DeDt  observarioD  plots ia a CODCiauous  way. 
At  lust JK ol abe  permaoeat  observalioD  pbs Jlbd be .dec:lcd  for tbe ~  of depositioD  by the 
Member Stuc.. MCasurcmads  oa duuucJWil  (UDder  caiiOp)'), .-em flo ., (Wlder caaopy. iD beech) ud wet-oaly 
or bulk 4epoaioD (ill u  ope:a  area iD  1be  f~)  will be a.wsdalory. lbc iutaDatioa  of tbC  eqaipmtal  for ihe 
ID&Ildalory  ilaDs D1l be compleced  by December  tm.  AD  QCbu  ~cs·  .uc:b as: aaaBow  (m  ocher 
species dwa beeda), foe. air-eaece"'Ptioa..  are opciout. 
The  depasitioa  IDCIIIftoriq  will be dODC  oa a 6xocl peliod  basis (for a.amp1e  IDOidhty  or weekly). To.  reduce 
· ualylil co.u ...aplel may be cnmbiMcl from  a IIWDbcr ol couec:alivc pedocls. 
Tbe  followiaa ,t6cludcal  deUils  are  based oa tbe  IUIIIu  cl ~  &pert Paac1  oa DcpositioD  « JCP  Forests. 
RdUCDCe  illlllde 10 lbe IIIUU&1  prepared  by 1bis &pat Paael apedaDy ~e~ardiag tpecitk deWb o( sampling 
equipmeat.  aa.mpliDa cedmiques,  qu.aliry uswuce ud data  b:udliq. 
U.l  Moni:.oring llllder IMforutet:ll&()py 
'WbCDcver poa:ible che meast"D& equipment for througbfall shall be iAstallcd ia cbe actu.a1  plot. T.o avoid damage 
to root 6)'Steml, lbe puu 1hu have to be ~  ill pits (coliodon, rocotden, etc) coald be Ulscancd  outside 
the adUal plot ia the ba&aoDe. Ill boech forqt also equipmeat .tWl be iuciDod for che co1loccioa at  ICemflow. 
As  1bele co1ledaa ~  aho he ltol'od  iD. a (or the same) pit. .il is~  to te1oet trees OUISide  the a.c:ma1 
plot. ill for allllple 6e bu:fl'caoae.  · 
lbe ~  cl~  ad  Nmflow  .Jbould be~  ill IUCh a 'WI.ythat.1be rc.sulu are ~.atalive 
for tbe plot aNL Tbit meaDS 1bal  a sufficiclll .aumber of  amplets ·  ~ould be used. 
ll  .2  MoniiOrilsg ba 4P1 .opa  GTea in 1M forest 
At a loc:atioa ear  die tiCGial plot (wid:U.a  a distaDce  of  '2  km~. wet-ooly udlor  bulk deposition  coDe.aors · shall 
be i.astalled. Tile 1ocasioD sboald be selected i.a such a way that .the  sutTOUDding  objects  are .aoi  closer tJian  two 
times  their beqbt. 
II.3  M~asuremenl  period 
The measuring will be IDf.de  monthly, weekly or at a tizm intern] between the two, e.g.every two or three  we~ks. 
depending  mai.a1y ou the ieaeral  weather conditions at tM specific plO(  (evaporation  ud gro'Mh of algae  in the 
sample contaiDea  should be avoided). 
Vt-ben  it  is necessiry 10 use .different  musuri~g periods during the  year (e.g. weekly in summer and  monthly  in 
winter), two se:pa.rate  mo.ai&oring  periods shall be identified  and the  results  .sha11  be  reported  separately  oo ·the 
forms.· Within  ODe  moaitorillg  period  the kogth of the .measuring period shall be _constant.  The same  mea.s:...riog  , 
period shall be used for the  monitoring  under  the.  forest  cancpy and the  open aru monitoring. 
II  A  Sampling, sampk handling 
Clean collection gauges and coot.a.ioers  are to be  used for lhe  collection of samples. Deionized  \A."ater  shall be used 
to  rinse  the  equipment.  It is imporunt  that  the  contaJ'ners  are  kept  away from  light .and  kept  cool  dunng  the 
sampling aod tru$p<>rt.  to  ~unoy and warm conditions  pre-sen Hi'  es  may~  added to prewot the gro,,th of algae 
In  this  ca.sc  only such preserYati,·es  should  b.!  used  that  do  n~">t  intcrf<'re  with the  analysi! of any·ion of tnt~H"!I D.6 
... 
• 
·-
The volume oc eada  c:oDcc:ccd  ample form each iAdMdul ~  at.emt1ow or opeD air coiJedor man be 
decetmiacd., The ,a.aapk. 11111 be aailyzcd ~  «  miucl. willa ~  from p.nneuy iD.suDe4  equipmeut 
of  lhe same type.~.  ICeai:Oow or~  lir  samples ab.ID be auJyzocl ~-·  Sa.mplet from demfiow 
measuremeats  caa ~  be pooled  for 1rcef oC 1be. same species ucl aimi1at .size ud domiu.Dce.  '  · 
,S8mple.s  from lboct ~  may be uaJyz.ed as they are, or cube maed to 'mordbly llldples be/ore  ualy.sif. 
If  sa.EDple.s  are m.iud 6ey Aould be mixed ill proporUoa  lO die -socal  amPle Volume.  ·  · · 
The u.mples ahaD be CEusponed  to cbe  l&boratOry  as sooc as pouible (ptderably  iD cold boxes) ud kqJ<  ill a 
told (  4 oC) ucl dark JtOR wrtil. aulyzcd..  . 
VcMral NcJ:trt>llllll i!tforrtlllli«< 
The foUowi.q woaDI&ioG  man be co1kded : 
p1otaumbel: 
sampler  code . 
firsc  dale « "''ftitorinc period 
lul cb!e « moaiwiac period 
aumber cl  (etulY ..,..,.m,, period~ ia IDOI:litorlq  pez:iod·. 
Additiooal  opcioul iaformuioa  c:aa be~.  which i.s uetu1 for dle iDterpreutioa  of cbe  reault.s,  .such. as 
c:anopy roughaea. waR& ~  ac:. 
In  each sample the fOllowing  parameters  shall bed~  m.U~ry (Man) or optional  (Opt.): 
PanJIY'...ter  Througb!.all  Buik/Wet-only  Siemfiow  Fog  Air 
beedl  ocher  spec. 
pH  Man  Man  Man  Opt.  Opt. 
Conductivity  Man  Man  Mul  Opt.  Opt. 
K  Man  MaD  :Man  Opt.'  Opt.  ()pt. 
Ca  Mm  'Man  Nan  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Mg  Man  Man  MaD  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Na  Man  MaD  Man  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
N-NH4  Man'  Man  MI.D  Opt.  Opt. 
a  Man  Man  Man  Opt.  Opt. 
N-N03  .Man.  .  'M.an  M.u  Opt.  .Opt  . 
s-so4  . Man  Mu  Man  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Allcalinity  Man  Man  Mu  Opt.  Opt. 
·~~ 
Man  Opt.  Mu  Opt.  Opt. 
Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  'Opt. 
Mal+  Opt.  Opt.  Opl.  Opt.  Opt.· 
Fe3+  Opt.  opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
PO  3·  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  '  4 
Cu  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Zc  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Hg  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Pb  Opt.  Opt.  Ope  Orr.  Opt. 
Co  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Mo  'OpL  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Cd  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
s(otaJ  Opt.  Ope  opt.  Opt. 
Norg  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  :Opt. 
Croc  Opt.  Opt .  Opt. 
Cooc  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
Ptotal  Opl.  Opl.  Opt.  Opt. 
(corwnu~d on  n~  11 pat:<! J 30 
Paramec.cr  .  lhroughfaiJ  Air 
Opt. 
Opt. 
Opt. 
Opt. 
Opt. 
Opt. 
Opt. 
Opt.. 
Opt. 
Opt. 
The Membu Scaacs lhaD forward 1his iaformatioa  ia a .a.udardizecl  foaa to dle Commi•sioa for each pJoc  where 
clepoGcioa  hu '*a  IDOIIir.ored  (see AlUla vn. Focms 7a. 7b, 7caad 74).• ... 
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ANNEX VJJ 
COMMON GUIDELINES  FOR TI-lE  REPORTING OF THE. RESUI.  "I:'S  OF THE SURVEll..LANCE ON 
THE PERMANEJ\TT  OBSERYATION PLOTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION 
I 
I.  'General remarks 
The  purpose,:of  the_  network  of  permanent observation  plots  is.  to obwn detailed  data.  on  the 
evolution  of  for--st'  ecosystems  in  the  Community  and  to  tty  to  correlate  the  variation  of 
environmental factors, especially atmospheric pollution, and the reaction of the  fo~t ecosystems. 
This purpose can only  be  reached  by  evaluating the results on rM  plot level.  Comparison between 
the results of different permanent plots on regional or Community level  will have to be  done with 
great care. It is recommended that the validated data of each survey (or completed part) is  submitted 
to- the  Comm_ission  as  soon  as  the  data  become  availabte,  using  the standardized  forms  in . this 
Annex.  · 
Member States  shaH  forward  to  the  Commission  the  data collected  from  the  different  inventories 
carried out between  1991  and 1996 for each permanent plot together with an interpretation of the-
results per plot. By  31  December 1996, all data and the national interpretation shall be available at 
the Commission in a standardized form for further evaluation. · 
The  validated  data  from  the  inventories  after  1996  will  be  .. forwarded  to the  Commission  upon 
completion  of the  surveys~ with  new _deadlines  every  five  years  (e.g.  31  December  2001,  2006, 
etc.). 
In  this  Annex  the  detail  on  the  submission  of the  inventory  results  and  their  interpretation  are 
presented. 
II.  General technical information for the submission of data 
11.1.  Hardware requiremmts 
As  medium  for  the  data  submission,  the 3,5" floppy  disk  (DSDD  or HD)  has  been  selected.  This 
floppy has become a worldwide standard and is che.ap and durable. Diskettes of good quallry are to 
be  used.  · 
11.2.  Software requirements. 
Th~ diskettes are to be  formatted on the/appropriate density (DSDD  = low denSity  and HD = high 
debsity),  using DOS 2.1  or higher,  and should be  100% IBM  compatible.  All  informauon  on  the· 
diskette shall  be  in  ASCII characters:  · 
11.3.  Data fries  · 
Each  diskette (or set of diskettes) shall contain the plot and data files;  the file  with the summarized · 
information of the  plots  (plot  file),  and file(s)  with the  inventoried  results  per survey  (data  files). 
Details on the  nam~s and the contents of these .files  are presented in ~ex  VIla. 
11.4.  Example -on  diskeNe 
On request a diskette  ~ith an  example of the structure and contents of the files  can be  supplied. 32 
ANNEX VIla 
. SUBMISSIO_N Of DATA PER  PERMANENT PLOT IN ·A  DIGITAl FORMAT 
Review of file  names per survey 
In  the  Annexes  before,  the  details  have  been  desribed  of  th~  inventory  methods.  After  assessment, 
sampling/analysis,  validation  and  evaluation,  the  data  are· to  be  submitted  to  the  Commission  m  a 
standardized form.  In  this Annex the $tandardiz.ed form for each  assessmenr is  defined. · 
For each assessment the  ~alidated data are to be presented in one or more files  with a  standard format. 
Assessment  Annex  Frequency  File name(s) 
Installation  I  Once  XXGENER.PLT 
Crown assessment  Ill  Yearly  XX1995.PLT,XX1995.TRE 
Soil  inventory  rv  Five or  XX1995.PLS,XX1995.SOM,XX1995.SOO 
10 yearly 
Foliage inventory  v  Two yearly  XX1?95.PLF,XX1995.FOM,XX1995.FOO 
Increment  VJ  Five yearly  XX1995.PLI){X199S.IPM,XX1995.IRA,XX1995.IEV 
Dop -ririoe  .vm  coaciaaous  XXJ9gS.PlJ).Dl9QS.DEM.XX199SDEO.XX199SDEA 
MM.ooco1on  IX  COidiaaous  XX199.S.Pl.M.XX199S.MEM.XX199S.MEC. Form 8d, 
XX199S.MEO Qd XX199S.MED· 
Eac:b fileDao¥  c:ouisu of cbe  two--&eaer  cowaay code ~  by 1be :XX  iD !be list of umcs). followed by 
cbe year olaaetalllell' (iA ~  c:umplc 1995) or GENER..  whca tbC iaformalioll ·  is pea  oace, 1be dot (.) ud in 
tbe  C7fcnsiola a ~  cocle. 1his ~  CI04k for 1he plodDes ·c:ouistl of cbe 1eaea PL ud  .1be first 
leer«« cbe  us:  a..,. Soil, FoJiace,IDccaDeal.  Depwid.oa  ucJ ~- 1b.is ~  code foe  the 
uaame. COGJilu oltwo (or OM) leaa(s) for SOil. fOtiace.INcmaeet. ,Dq~  « ~  ad  "OGe (or 
two) leaa(.l) 10 Wiclt.e Mmdlaoly, OpcioDal  or 1bc ~putt  oltbe iac:RIDcal  useumeat (EVal~n), 
4epOiilioa.  us  n  Ill (Air) or Meceorology  (Qimase «  D&m~&e). 
Ia cue 1he  d•b!!tc!Jinc  for ~  ploU  of 1be  16 x 16 km ctidDet  is dooe.  at the  same plu:e, Chis  may c:rea1e 
coafusiOD  u  aimibr ~·mes  are JOmeCimes  used. lD 1bis c:ase cbe yeucodes iD 'cbe  above IDC&ltiODed  filcumes 
could be iDc:Rased  wish  lOOO(c.a.XXl995.SOM): 
• • 
.  ' 
D 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I 0 
Column 
1- 4 
6- 7 
9-12 
14-JO 
22-28 
30-31 
33 
35-40 
42-47 
. 49-52 
54-59 
61-62 . 
64-66 
68 
70 
72'-82 
33 
Form Ia 
XXGENER.PLT 
ContenlS 'of file with tht information on plotkvel toM completed du~ing installation (Se~ Anna I) 
Country 
6-7 
Obser- Latitude  Longitude  Altiuade  Orien-
vation  coordmale  coordlnale  calion 
plot 
number 
(+DD.MMSS)  (+DDMMSS) 
9-12  '14-20  22-28  30-31  33 
Sequence number of plpts  (1  to -9 999) 
Country code (France = 01, Belgium  = 02, etc.} 
Observation plot number (maximum 9 999) 
.Latitude in+ DDMMSS (e.g.  +50 58 52) 
Longitude in  (+or-) DDMMSS  (e.g.  + 03 55 31) 
Altitude (in  50 rr.etre classes  from  1 to 5.1) 
Orientation (N =  1, NE =  2, etc.) 
Installation date in  DDMMYY 
Total plot size  (in 0,0001  ha)  . 
Number of trees  in  total plot 
Size  of sub-plot (in 0,0001  ha) 
lnsWialion 
date 
(DDMM,YY) 
35-40 
I 
Me-an  age of dominant storey (in  20 year classes from  1 to 8' 
Main tree species 
Yield  estimate - absolute 
Yield  estimate - relative 
In  the  la.s(  column  a remark on· the  plot can  be  induded: 
Other observations (word) 
Tolal  Number  Siuof. 
plot siu  ofuecs  sub-plol 
·  in plot 
(ha)  (ha) 
42--47  -49-52  S4-S9 
. 
/ 
•  .. 
j 
~1-62 
r.:n I  Y~el4  Obsen·a&J91t! 
~llli 
64-66,  68-70 
See  explanatory 
notes 
(1) 
(2) 
~4) 
(4) 
-~7) 
(8) 
(3) 
(11) 
(12}  • 
(11) 
(9) 
(15) 
(13} 
(13) 
(99} 
72-82 34 
Form  ib 
Other observations  o~  ·the plots of the intensive monitoring of  the  (ores~ ecosystems 
,D  D  M  M  S  S 
Latitude:  (  •) 
D.D  M  MY  Y 
Dat~. of ins;.lati~n' I I I  -~  I I I  Country:  I 
{•) 
., 
Plot number:  Longitude: 
Main species:  I  Ali  tude: 
, . 
Nearby meteorologic station and/or other monitoring or observation ·plots (history or active)  .... 
Name/number  Latitude (  •)  .Information type 
!  ......................... ! 
" .......................  . 
•  •  •  •  •  ii •••••••••••••••••••  !·.········ .. ········ .. ····!  .  .......................  . 
.  .......................  . 
Information obtained during installation 
DeScription  of forest during installation: (mixtures, storeys, game, regeneration, etc.) 
. .  .  .~ .. .  . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ' . . . . . . .  .  . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . .  . ' . . .  ..  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . .  ,. . . .  . . . . . . .  .  .  . .  . . . .  .  .  . . .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  •. .  .  .  .  . .  .. . . .  . . .  ~. .  . . .  . 
........................................................................................................  -... 
History of forest  management before installation of plot (establishment, thinning, fertilization, -ere.)  year 
............................................  " ...........  ·~· .................  -........................  . 
InformatiOn  obtained during  years of monitoring 
History of forest  management after installation of.plot (thinnings, fertilization,  limer raking, etc.) 
Year  Activity  Details '(quantities, %) 
...  - .. -
...................................  ~ .............  ,· .  .  . .  . . . .  . . . ...... . 
(")  See  for description and codes the explanatory parr of Annex  VIla. Scq~,~'cnc.c 
1-4 
~--
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
1 
8 
9 
1. 
0 
Column 
1- 4 
6-7 
9-12 
14-19 
. 21-27 
29-35 
37-38 
4~1 
35 
.. 
Form  3a 
XX1993.PLT 
.  . 
Contents of file  with  th~ information on plot level to be u.ud with· the croum assess':'ent jsee  A~nex Ill) 
Co1.1ncry 
6-7 
Observation  Assessment date  laotude coordmatr 
plot number  (0  D  M  M  y  Y)  (•  0  0  M 
9-12  14-19  lJ-17 
Sequence number of plots (  1 to 9999) · 
-Country, code (France =  01, Belgium =  02, etc.) 
Plot number (maximum  9999) 
Date of assessment 
M 
.. 
Larit~de in  + DDMMSS (e. g.  +50 58 52) 
Longitude in  (+or-) DDMMSS (e. g.  +03 55 31) 
Altitude '(in  50 metre classes form  1 to 51) 
s 
Longttude coordiiate 
Sl  (+  0  0  M  M  s 
29-35 
Mean age of dominant storey (in  20 year classes from  1 to 8} 
Altitude•  Mean 
5)  ace 
37-38  40-41 
In  the last column a remark on the plot can be  included: 
43-53_  Other observations (word) 
Ottsrn·:anons 
43-53 
... 
See e?'planatOJY 
nores 
(11 
(2} 
~:3} 
(4) 
(4) 
(7) 
(9} 
{99~ ! 
I· 
1 
: 
i 
I 
Stquenu 
I 
1-.S. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1  0 
Column 
1- 5 
7-10 
12-17 
19-22 
'24-26 
28-30 
32 
34 (•) 
36 (.) 
38 (") 
40 (") 
42 (") 
44 (") 
46 (") 
48 (") 
50-55(") 
57-(,7 . 
36 
Form 3b 
XX1993.TRE 
Contents of file  with the information on tree  level to be used with the crown_assessment (see  Annex !11) 
Obsen·auon 
plot number .  (D 
7-10 
I 
Assessmenr dare- Tre<  Sptctts  Defoliation  Dis- Eas.il)'  Klenrifiable causes of damage 
D  M  M  y  Yl  • 
12-17  , 19-22  24-26  28-30 
Sequence number of trees (1  to 99 999) 
Plot number (maximum 9999) 
co-
lour· 
arion 
32 
Date of survey in  DD MM )'Y (e.g.  220690) 
Tree number (as marked during installation)  -
S~ie$ (001  to 199) 
Defoliation (0,  5,  10,  15, 20, ... , 95, 100 %} 
Discolourarion (0, 1,  2, 3 or 4) 
T1 
Damaged caused by: game and grazing (1  = Yes) 
Damaged caused by:  insects  (1  =  Yes) 
Damaged caused  by:  fungi  (1  = Yes) 
Damaged caused by:  abiotic agents  (1  = Yes) 
Damaged caused by:  d1recr  action of man (1  =  Yes) 
Damaged caused by:  fire  (1  = Yes) 
n  T3 
Damaged caused  by:  known locaUregional pollutant (  1 = Yes) 
Other damage (1  =  Yes) 
Identification of damage rype  (name) 
Other observations (word) 
T4  TS  T6  T7 
34-48 
T8 
ldt"ntsfication  o(  Other 
damace type  observations 
s~ss  51-6?. 
See  ~xplanatory 
notes 
(2) 
(3) 
(14) 
(15} 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(18) 
(18) 
(18) 
(18) 
(18) 
(181 
{18) 
(19) 
(20) 
)  Le:tve  hlank  If no· d:tm3ge  has been observed. 
'' 
'. 
'' ''W  • 
• 
SCquen~ 
1-4 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
-
. Coun!f)' 
6-7 
1 
2 
~ 
" 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4' 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Column 
'' 
1- 4 
6- 7 
9-12 
14-19 
21-27 
29-35 
37-38 
40-42 
44 
46 
,, 
37 
-Form 4a 
XX1993.PLS 
Contents of reduced plot  file  to  be  used in  combiMtion with the forest soil invenioT):  (see  Annex IV) 
Observanon  Dare  .  Latltudr roordinate  Longitude coordinate· 
plot number  (0  D  M  M  y  Yl  {+  D  D  M  M  s  S) 
9-12  14-19  21-27-
I 
Sequence number of plots  (1  to 9 999) 
Country code  (France = 01, Belgium =  02, etc.) 
Plot ·number (maximum 9 999)  , 
Date of sampling in  DD MM YY  (e. g.  22 06 90) 
latitude in + DD MM  SS  (e;g.  +  SO 58 52) 
Longitude in(+ or-) DD MM SS  (e.g.  + 03 55 31 
Altitude (in 50  metre classes from  1 to 51) 
Soil  Y.nit  (101  to 253) 
(+  D  D  M  M 
29-35 
~ 
Water availability  (insufficient =  1, sufficient =  2, excessive =  3) 
Humus type (mull  = 1,  moder = 2, etc.) 
s 
Alntude  Soil  • Water 
St  unn 
'37-38  40-42  44 
-
In  the last column a remark on the plot can  be  included: 
48-58  Other observations (word) 
Hu- f  ObserntiOftl 
musj• 
"' 
48-58 
. 
See_ explanatory 
note5 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) ' 
(4} 
(7) 
(10) 
(5) 
(6) 
(99) 
-Sequence  Obscr- c  Date of  c•  - 0  DUmber  vation  ·c  g  analysis  .. 
plot  c  ~- (ddmmyy)  ~  : 
number  :r 
.!!  c.. 
~ 
! 
!;f) 
1-S  7-10  12-14  16  18-23  2S:..n 
()  0  s  ~M 
1  H  0 
2  ~  0  . 
3  ~05  1  . 
·4  fM51  1 
s  ~01  9 
6  !Mt2  0 
7  ~24 
8  M48 
38 
Fonn4b 
XX1993.SOM 
Cont~nJs of  file with soil analysis injof'JI'IIJtion (lfflllldLllory) 
~ 
N  p  K  Ca  Mg  >.'  8  ~  g  •  u  u  ..  'iiO  w.  ..  t  ..  "'  " " 
~  ~  - ~  ~ 
liD 
~  !  !  !  !  ~ 
29-31  33-36  38--40  42.-.45  47,-SO  52-55  57-59  6.1-63 
. 
u  BCE  .. 
U;l 
·~ 
;  .... 
'!!-
1  1 
~  ,!::!. 
--
65-6'7  69-72 
99 99 9 9 99 9 M  48  2  9. 9 9 99 99 • 9 99 9 9 99 9 9 99 9~  99 9 9 99 99 9 9 99 99 . 9 
The first  line  (line #0)  is  used  to indicate what sampling analysis method (SAM)  has been used: 
Indicate for each parameter what analysis method has  been used: 
0  No deviation from  approved method 
1  =  Analysed accordmg to alternative method ( •) 
9  =  Recomputed data (•) 
·Sequence number (1  to 99 999) 
Observation plot number (maximum: 9 999) 
1-5 
7-10 
12-14 
16 
Level  Code. for depth 1eve1  (H, 0, MOS,  M51, MOl, M12, M24, M48) 
Sample code  Code for  sampling analysis method (0 = approved method, 
1 =as advised; 2-8 =any subsequent sub-samples, 9 =  recalculated) (•) 
18-23  Date  Date of analysis (ddmmyy) 
Mandatory file 
Parameters  Units (•••1  H/0  Min  Approved method 
25-27  pH(CaCI2}  Mandatory  Mandatory  pH-electrode 
29-31  C~org  {g./kg)  Mandatory  Mandatory  Dry combustion 
33-36  N  (g./kg)  Mandatory  Mandatory  Dry combustion 
38-40  p  (mg/kgl  Mandatory  Extractant: aqua regia 
42-4$  K  (mg./kg\  Mandatory  Extractant: aqua regia 
47-50  Ca  (mg/kg)  Mandatory  .  Extractant: aqua  regia 
52-55  Mg  (mg/kg)  Mandatory  ~actant: aqua regia 
57-59  OrgLayer  {kglm2)  Mandatory  Volume dry-weight 
61-63  CaC03  (g/kg)  Mandatory  Calcimeter 
65-67  Ac-Exc  (cmol·lkg)  Mandatory  Titration 
69-72  BCE  (cmol•lkg)  Mandatory  Extractant: BaC12 
74-77  ACE  (cmol+/kg)  Mandatory  Extractant: BaC12· 
79-82  CEC  (cmoHkg)  Mandatory  Bascomb 
84-8$  Base  Sat  %  Mandatory  LabexL8703-26-l-1 
87-97  Observation  Words 
.. 
ACE  CEC  •  Obset'\'ations 
(f) 
~  "'  .  . 
~  ; 
~ 
1  1 
.!::!..  ,!::!.  * 
74-77  79-82  IW  17-97 
. 
99 . 9 99 . 9  99 
(2) 
(21) 
(2.2) 
(3) 
Re~arks 
(if pH CaC12 > 6) 
Exchangeable acidiry 
Base  cations exchangeable 
Acid ·cations exchangeable 
Cation exchange capacity 
.· 
.. 
Maximum· 
val~~~: (••1· 
r 
j' 
.J 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
....;,: 
•  .. ~ 
Blank =  not required.  .-.• 
------------~------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------~ 
(•)  Methods and recomputations that have  been  used  shall be described  in  detail in an annex to the soil condition report.  • .  .  .  ..... 
(••)  Maximum values are used when the actually registered value is equal or higher than the maximum value. When the actual·tegisttred val.~ is below th_e  nummum ~ 
that could be entered, the minimum value shall be  used. If no quantity could be measured (i.e.  below detection limits) a special code -1 (minus 1) .w1ll  bt used·  ·· ·  • 
no analvsis  has been carried out for  this parameter a zero or blank shall  be  used.  ,  · 
( • ..,)Based o'n  oven-dry weight.  · 
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9-12  14-19  21-27 
Sequence  number of plots· (1  to 9 999) 
Country code (France =  01, Belgium  = 02, etc.) 
Plot  number (maximum 9 .99~) 
Date of sampling in  DD  MM  YY  (e. g.  220690) 
Latitude in + ·oo MM ss (e: g.  +505852) 
Longitude in.(+ or-) DD  MM  SS  (e. g.  +035531) 
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In  the last column a remark on the  plot can be  included: 
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l 
Sequence  '  Obser·  Sample  Dale of 
Dumber  vation  number  analysis 
plOI  (ddmmyy) 
number 
._,  7-10  12-16  18-23 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
99 99 9  9 999  1 9 9 ..  1  3 1 1 2 95 
43 
F;onn Sc 
XX1993.FOO 
•. 
Contents of  file 'with foliar analysis information (optional) 
Na  Zn  Mn  Fe  C::u 
'(J.tg/g)  (J.tg/g)  (J.ag/g)  (p.g/g)  (J.tglg) 
25-30  32-36  38-43  45-49  -51-" 
,. 
' 
99 99 99 99 99 9  9 9 9. 99 9  9 99  9  9 9. 99 
Pb  AI 
(J.tg/g)  (p.g/g) 
57-60  62-66 
99 . 9 99 99 9 9 
1-5 
7-10 
12-16 
18-23 . 
Sequence  number (  1 to 99 999) 
Obser\'ation plot number (maximum 9 999) 
Sample number  Tree species  (code from  1 to 199) and leaves type (0 =  current, 1 = cur~ent +  1) 
Date  Date of analysis (DDMMYY) 
25-30 
32-36 
38-43 
liS-:49 
51-55 
57-60 
>62-66. 
68-72 
74-84 
Param~t~rs 
Na 
Zn 
Mn 
Fe 
Cu 
Pb 
A1 
B 
Observation 
·(Optional file) 
w¥g 
f!g/g 
J.Lglg 
J.l.g/g 
f.Lg/g 
J.l.glg 
J.l.glg 
f!glg 
Words 
For Larix sp.  and Cedrus  sp  samples are taken  of the rwtgs of the prev;ous -year. 
B 
(J,.g/g) 
68-72 
\ 
99 99 
Obscrvallons 
74-84 
I 
. I 
See  explanatory 
notes 
(2) 
(23) 
(3), 
'  ' 
.  ' 
(•) . Maxamum \'alues are used when the actually registered value is equal or higher than the maximum v~lue. When the actual registered value  as  ~low  the m(ni!Mm valilt 
that could be entered, rhe  minimum value shall be  used. If no quantiry could be  measured (i. e.  ~low  detection limns) a spectal code - 1 (minus U will be  u.sc4..  When 
no analysis has been carried our for this parameter a  zero or blank .shall be  used.  -
( • •) By  reference at 105 •c dri~d material. [J  1-.C 
1 
Column 
1- 4 
6-7 
9-12 
14-19 
21-27 
29-35 
37-42 
44-48 
50-55 
57-67 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
44' 
Fonn6a 
XX1993.PLI 
Contents of  reduced plot  filL to be wed  for increment (  s~e  Ann~  VI) 
Count!)·  Observation  Assessment  Lautude  l...cqitude 
plot number  date  coon:bnate  coordinate. 
(ODMMYY)  (+DDMMSS)  (:tDDMMSS) 
6-7  9-12  14-19  21-27 
Sequence  number of plots  (1  to 9 999) 
Country code (France = 01, Belgium  = 02, etc.) 
Plot number (maximum 9 999) 
Date of observation in  DO MM YY  (e.g.  22 06 94) 
latitude in  + DO MM SS  (e.g.  + 50 10 27) 
longitude in  +  or - DD  MM SS  (e.g.  - 01  15 32) 
Total plot size in hectares (maximum 9,9999 hectares)  _ 
:Kumber  of trees in  total plot 
Sample plot size  in  hectares (maximum 9,"9999  hectares) 
Other observations (word} 
29-3S 
Total plOt size 
(ba) 
37-42 
:" 
. 
Number or~ 
in tocal plot 
.... -48 
; 
Sample plot siu  ObservattOfiS 
. 
. 
. 
. 
(ba) 
50-SS  S7-~7 
See explanatory 
notes 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(4) 
(11) 
(12) 
(11) 
(99) 
i 
' 
."! 
.-l 
I 
.  I 
I 
I  • 
·i 
.  I 
I 46 
Form6b 
XX1993.IPM 
Coiuents of  file with increment information-periodic ~asurements 
Mandatory  Opuonal  . 
D 
Plot  Tree  Species  Diameter  Diameter 2  Bari.:.  tfetght  Tl'elC  Crown  Cro\lm  Ob~J"\:iliUOftlo 
number  number  volume  length  width 
(em)  (em).  (em)  (m)  (m')  (m)  (m} 
6-9  11-14  16-18  20-24  26-30  32~34  36-39  41-46  48-Sl  S3 -S6  SS-68  -
1  I. 
2 
!  . 
3 
4  . 
5  ..  . 
6 
7  ·-
8 
9 
I  0 
Column  See 
explanator}'  Mandatory  Optional  Remarks 
1-· 4  Sequence number records  (l  ro  99 999) 
notes 
6-9  Plot number (maximum 9 999)  (2)  Mandatory 
'11- 4  Tree number  (14)  Mandatory 
'16-18  Species  (001  to 199)  (15)  Mandatory 
20-24  Diam~ter (maximum 999,9 em)  (27)  ·Mandatory 
26-30  Diameter (maximum  999,9 em)•  (27)  Mandatory (  •) . 
32-34  Bark (maximum  9~9 em)  (28)__,  Optional 
%-39  Height-rounded "Off -to 11earest ·0,5  metres  (maximum  99,5 ~)  ~,29)  .Optional 
41-46  Tree volume (maximum  9_9 999m3)  (30)'  Opt!onal 
48-51·  Crown length  rounded off to neares 0,5  metres  Optional 
(maximum  99,5 m)  (31)  Optional 
53-56  Crown width rounded off to nearest  0,5  metres  Optional 
(maximum 99,5  m)  (32) 
58-68  Other observations (word)  (•)  Mandatory when calipers arc  u~d :
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Contents of reduced piot file 
to be used in com  binatio.a with the deposition measurements 
Form 7• 
XXt'99S.PLD 
1---4  6--7  9---12  14  16-----22  24 ---·--30 32-33  lS----«> 42----~ 49-SO  Sl---'62  - .........  c.-err  0....,  II  ,....,.. 
~~·  ~  .......  AldiiNIII  ........  IIIIC ......  .......  ot..rw~ 
cw.  ..  ., ...  ......  .,,..... 
I  .....  ,  K+  D  D  M  M  •  I) r-+·D  D  M  M  S  S)  j(D  D'N N  ~··~  (DDNMl''Y)  ., 
1 
2 
3 
4  !I 
s  i 
6  I 
7  i 
8  l 
9  ! 
1  0  I 
1  1 
I 
1  2 
'j 
1  3 
1  4  ' 
1  s  I 
1  6  I  r 
1  7  I 
; 
1  8  ! 
1  9  i 
2  0  I 
2  t 
2  2 
2  3  i 
2  4  I  j 
Column  : 
See explaaa~ot 
item# 
1-4  Sequence number of  plots (1 to 9999) 
6-7  Cou.ntry Code (France= 01, Belgium = ~etc.)  (1) 
9·-12  Observation plot number  (2) 
14  Sampler code  (37) 
16-22  Latitude in +DDMMSS (e.g.+505852)  (4) 
24-30  Longitude in ( + or - )DDMMSS (e.g. +035531.)  (4) 
32-33  Altitude (in 50 meter classes from 1 to 51)  (7) 
35-40  First date of monitoring period  (38) 
42-47  Final date of  monitoring period  (38) 
49-50  Nun:iber of  {equal) measuring periods  (J9) 
52-62  Other observations (word).  (12) 
I' • •· 
" 
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Contents o( datafile with deposition measurements (mandatory parame_ters) 
Form 7b 
XX1995.DE~ 
~w.cacc Obsc:.r- Period  Qu:aatity 
N-kr wtioll.  Saap 
·N&. 
.19 
Ca 
!loC II .  Code-
·<->  (IIIII)  <• 
~  (aa.C) 
t-S  7-to 12-U tS  17-20  22-Z4 =~~  M-40  42-tS  .,~';fl ~;r ~  ~!:r  11~;r 17--4  12-16  18---.ts 
I J  .  .  .  . 
I~  .  .  .  ..  .  .  ,, 
[3  .  .  '  .  .  . 
I~  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
I'  .  .  .  .  .  . 
I~  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
I"'  .  .  .  .  . . 
Lt  .  .  ..  .  .  ··-. 
lt9 9[, 99 9S  9  ' 
-2  9  •  11  'lt  ~- ~  ~:'  .I~ 99  it . s ~' 
~ [t 199 it .  15  9lt 9.  Itt  f9  •  99 9.  I~ It 9 9.  ,,  -I~ 
1-5 
7-10 
U-13 
lS 
17- ~0 
-24 
-29 
1-34 
12 
2.6 
3 
36 
4 
4 
-40 
2-45 
7-Sl 
3-S7  '  '  6 
9-63 
s~69 
1-75  7 
71 
8 
-80 
2-86 
88 -98 
Sequeuee Number 
Observation Plot numb~ 
Period 
Sampler code 
Sequenee aumbu of am  pi~  (1 to 99 999) 
Correspoadiag plotaambu {ma:. 9999) 
Period number (mu  99) 
Samplu code (1 ·• Tbroa&bfa.U. 2-: Bait.. 3 •  We.t-oaly, 4 a: StemOow, 
5•  Fog. 6 • F~  7 ~  Air  coaceatradon, 9 •  other) 
(2) 
(40) 
(37) 
Sample quantity  Quantity of  total coUec:tod sample aprased in aim (m.u:. ~99)  (37•) 
Parameters •)  Bulk or  Stemflow  Fog  ~ 
Units  Thtougbfall  Wet-only  8ceda Otlau  . Po&..  CoDe.  Remarks-
pH  Man.  Man.  Man.  Opt.  .OpL 
Conductivity  (pS/cm)  Man.  Man.  .  Man.  OpL  OpL 
K+  (Ulg/t)  Man.  Man.'  Man.  OpL  OpL  oPt. 
ea2+  (mglt)  Man.  Man.  Man.  Opt.  Opt.  OpL 
Mgl+  (mgll)  Man.  Man.  Man..  OpL  OpL  OpL 
Na+  (mgll)  Man.  Man.  Man.  Opt.  OpL  OpL 
N-NH•  (mg/1)  Man.  Ma.n.  Man.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
a- (mgll)  Man.  Man.  Man.  OpL  Op.t. 
N-N03  (mgll)  :  Man.  Man.  Man.  OpL  Opt.  .  OpL 
s-so4  (mg/1)  Man.  Maa.  Man.  OpL  -OpL  OpL 
Alb.J.inity  (,ucq/1)  Man.  Man.  Man.  OpL  Opt.  {if Ull\lal_JDC.r:liaD 
Ncotal  (mgli)  Man.  - Opt.  Man.  OpL  OpL 
Observation  Words 
Methods and recomputations tbat have been used sball be described in detail in an annes: to the deposition report. 
Maximum values as mentioned in the bottom line of  the table are to be usedwheaevec the actually registered value is equal or' 
.higher than the muimwn possible values in these columns. 
When the actually registered value is below the minimum value that could be entered. the minimum value shall be used. 
U no quantity could be measured (i.e. below detection limits) a  ~pec:ial code -1 (minus 1) will be used. When no 
araalysis bas been carried out for this parameter a zero or blank shall be used. 
.  . 
pH>S) 50 
Cont~nts of d.at.afilc with deposition measuremcats (Optional)· 
S.,.wcece Obsu- Pcziod  AJ,. 
H-Ila wtioll  S.mp 
"ot"  COde 
(H/f)  ,_,  7-10 12-13  1S  17-
t :t It 9  199 ltlt _, 
' 
9  lt 9 
l-S  Se.qucDCeNumber 
7 -·to  Ot.ci\'&Uom PIOf awaiJc:r 
U-13  Period 
21-"  21-32  .  .  . 
.  .  . 
. 
t' .  tt  .It 
S4-i7 ,_.  .cs-' .....  ~  SJ-"  5111  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ; 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
. .  .  .  . 
I  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
19' •  It •  ~·t .It  It •  ,,  .1~  It • 
~*IIC:Cnalcof.....,_  (l&o 99999) 
Coru1  d'  &plota ..  ta(--.9999) 
Pcrbl-llcr 
"~' 61-71  73-77  :~~ 
.  .  .  .  . 
·- .  .  . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
t  • IS  It 9 .li  It 9  .11 It IS  It 
1S  Suaplcr  Coc:Lc  ~cock  (1• ~  21"'" BtA. 3 •  Wct-ollly. 4 .;. Stcmflow.S• Fo&. 
' • Fos....;.. 1 •  Ak  a~  •n  t  •  Clldlu) 
Nor 
Paramc:.tc:n •)  Uaits  -
_,_. 
Wct-oaly  $Iadow  ~  Air_~ ltelulb 
17-20  AJ,.  ~  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
2:2-26  Msl2•  ~)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
28-32  Fe,.  ~)  a.c.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
)4- 37  PO,_ 
4  (•Ill)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  ()pl. 
39~42  Cll  ~)  . Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
43-46  2D  ~)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  ,Opt. 
..,_51  Hg  ~)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt  Opt. 
53-56  Pb  (u.&-1)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
sa- 61  Co  .~)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
63-66  Mo  (}I.IA)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt._  Opt. 
61-71  Cd  V4'1)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
73-71  s_,  (mill)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
79-12  No.,.  (JD&I1)  Opt.  Opt.  Opt. 
14-87  ~  (m&ll)  Opt.  Opt. 
&9-92  ~  (~  'Opt.  Opt. 
94-97  - P...,.  (mNI)  Opt.  o,t.  Opt.  OpL 
99-109  Oburvatioa  Words  Opt.  Ol:lt. 
Opt. •  Optioul  Wac •  Noc r~ 
••)  MuimWD  ,-&J~  as meaticl:l,oclila tt.e lloaom Uae of  tile taWc arc to k  wed~  tlac ~  ftptc.red value is ~ul  or 
J:Upcr thu  the lll&Xi.mwla pouillc \f&lua ba d.cac col--. 
"'hell  the actudy  rcpterecS \'alae is hc,low the ..mlaama wue  dl.lt coWd be ca&crecl. tbe abUillaua wJ.e shall be ased. 
If  Do quatttitycould be mcaSIII:rcd(Lc. bdOIIIdctectioDlimils)a special cocSe -1 (mmas l),..;u be -.scci When no 
a ulysis has bee a c:arTic4 out f~  this pen  meter a zero or blaDk 'hal be aK4. 
14-1 
.  . 
. 
. 
it .li 
19- 2 
. 
. 
Form 7c 
XX1995.DEC 
94-1'7  99-1~ 
. 
.  . 
'. 
I~  19 9.  . 
See Gqllautioa.., 
ilcCD, 
(1) 
(2) 
(4lJ) 
(37) 
I 
;-
1 
! - 51 
',  ·, 
Contents .of datafile with air concentration measurements (Optional) 
Form 7d 
XX1995.DEA 
Sequeoc:e Obset- Periooi  0 1  HN01  •  •  NH,  ' ·  Obsenatioa 
M&mbet'  vatioa  Samp  so,  NfV'O,  . v~c. 
Plot#  •Co4e 
fit. II-' c,.,.s ,.,.,.  ,.,...,  (j&P')  ,..,....,  ~  ...,.., .fW8'  ~.,. 
,_  .5.  T-10  U-ts  .,  1'7- Lt  u-zs ~  a-ss  ,_,.  .. ,  ......  ..._.  Jl-J4!s  • ._ ..  "--- .  .  .  .  . 
. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
~9  99  ~l9 999  9  9  9  19 9 g 19 9 9 ~ 91'  9 9 • 9  99.  ~ 9 9. ,,  9.  ~~  9 9. tl9 9lt ~9  • 9 9 
.,_  19 
21-D 
2S- 27 
29-,,  ,_, 
41-44 
~-49 
.st-.54 
,._,. 
40-64 
46-'' 
Sequeoc:e l'lbDber 
Oblerwtiocl Plot aumber 
Period 
s.mplerCode 
Parameten • 
o, 
s6z 
504 
NOz 
NO 
HNOz 
HNO, 
NH4NO, 
NH, 
' 
Seq.e.ce --of  ample~  (llo99  999) 
ConMp  .....  ploeaamber (IIUIL 9999) 
Perb1Da8lber 
s.aq,lercode(1•~2  •  Balk.3 •  Wet-oaly.4 •  S&emGow. 
s-Fos.' - For.-·  1 - Nrcaoc:eatntiaa.' - oeber) 
Vans  Air Cooc.  R.eawb 
(Him')  Opt, 
(Him')  Opt. 
(p.fjm,)  Opt. 
(p.p~  Opt. 
fp.p')  Opt. 
~') Opt. 
(pp')  Opt. 
(p.gm')  Op:t' 
{JJ.P')·  opt. 
Volatile Orpnic: Compouads (V  .O.C.)  (Him')  Opt.  Noc-mdbaae 
Obserwtioo.s  Words 
See aplaaatialli 
ileat # 
(l) 
(2) 
,(40) 
(37) 
•)  ·  Methods aad measuftllleats sbaD be ia cooformitywith lbe aistiq  eo.Dmaaity diRd~  ud  decisioos 
in the field of  air quality mCUUftiDCIIts  ·  / 
f···  -!lt"'t 
.  Methods  aDd JeCCIDP'htie!'Ds aaa uw '-t  llled.tball.lle ba  ·iWJa4e&ai.Gaa.aDDC~:  wtbedeparsitioa sepon. 
Masinn•mwlucs•--tioaed1B  ilae"*taD tiae of1betable are to  be used~  tbe actually rqisteted value is equal or 
higbet" tlwa the maximum poca'ble va1ael ia daele eoiUIDDS. 
Whea the actually ••ered Yllue is Wow cbe miaimum value Cbat could be eateftd, tbe  lllil:lbnum value shall be used. 
lfoo quantity could be measured (a.e. below c~ee«tioa limits)a.spcciaJ code -1 (miDus l)will be used. Wbea oo 
analysis has beea carried out for this paameter a zero or blank sball be used  . 
. \ 
,' 52 
· Contents of  reduced plot file 
to be used ~combination  with the meteorologic measurements . 
1---·  6--7  t-----15 17-11  20-----26  28-----34 36-37 ·----44 
s...- c:.u.r,- ~  .....__ 
~~  ~_.... _.....  IIC,.W  ........ ...  ~  .......  ....  . ~+ D  D  M.  M  I  S)  +-D ·D  W MIS)  icDDMMT~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6  .. 
7 
I 
9 
1  0 
1  1 
~ 
1  2 
1  3 
1  .. 
t  s 
1 ' 
/ 
1  7 
'1  a 
1  9 
2  0 
2  1 
I 
2  2 
2  3 
2  4 
Column 
1-4  Sequence number of  plots (1 to 9999) 
6-7  · Country Code (France = 01. Belgium ~  04·etc.) 
9-U  Observation plot number 
14-.15  .Site-code 
17-18  lnstrument code 
20-26  Latitude' in +DDMMSS (e.g.+S05852) 
24-34  l.Dngitude in(+ or -)DDMMSS (e.g. +035531) 
36-37  Altitude (m SO meter classes from 1 to 51) 
39-44  F~  date of  monitoring period 
46- :Sl  Fmal date of  monitoring period 
53-54  Number of  (equal) measuring periods 
56-66  Other observations (word) 
46----51.  .........  ........ 
(DDMM\'~ 
Fo~8~ 
XX199S.PLM 
$3-54  56---~  .....  0'-rw.- ., ..... 
~ 
I 
1 
.I 
I 
....  I 
,-
' 
I 
l 
-see aplautlon 
item# 
(1) 
~) 
(41) 
(42) 
(4) 
(4) 
{7) 
(38) 
(38) 
(39) 
(99) • 
.- 53 
Contents  ·oc datafile with  m~teorologic  measu,rements 
Forni 8b 
XX1995.ME 
.... 
t-S 
1 
,"' 
~~ 
1-4 
I~ 
141 
I"' 
Ia 
!99 9<.9 ~~' 9 
1-5 
7-10 
U-13 
U-16 
18-21 
2.3-27 
29-:33 
3$-38 
460-42 
44-46 
.a- 52 
S4 -58 
60-70 
0~  :Paiod  Jbia- AJ:r~c.a ~  W"..S·  W"llll- Sclllr  Sol  ~ 
ftac# 
7-10 
.9  9 
SJ&c  fiR  '  ..,.,  wa  IBadll.,.t ._...  I....._ ..... 
code 
12-U  15-M  11-21  25-27  Jf-SJ  JS-.  40-C .......  41-52  sc-51  60-70 
t 
.  . 
.. 
. 
.  .  . 
.  . 
. 
I 
9  9  ' 
9  9  9  I~ 1:9 19  .1~  ~:t:t '  -~~ ~9 •  ·S~  9  !' ' ' 
t  9. 
· Maximum value • •) 
Sequence Number 
Observation Plot ~tumbcr 
Site 
Sequeacc auabctof  samples (1 to 99 999) 
ConespoDdiD& plot av.mbcc (mu.. 9999)  (2) 
(41) 
(40) 
- Sil.ecode 
Period  Period aa.mbu (aw: 99) 
Uaiu 
Raiofall  (mm) 
Air temperature (Min)  ( 0C) 
Air ~em  perature (M.u)  '( oq 
Relative Humidity  (%) 
Wmdspeed  .  (m/s)  · 
Wmd direction  ( ~ 
Solar radiation  (Wim1) 
In the plot.~  6dd 
Opt.')  R«.. 
Opt.  llec. 
Opt  Rcc:. 
Opt.  Rcc. 
Rcc.. 
Rec. 
Rcc.. 
Soil temperature ·  · ( 0C)  Opt. 
Observation  Words 
Rcc. •  recomJ:DeAdcd, Opt.• Optioul. Blue •  aot required 
1) identical to throagbfall quantities 
Total precipitatio$1 in the period 
Awraae of'd.aily minimum temperatures in the period  (43)' 
A~rqe  of  d.allymuimum temperatures in tbe period (43) 
A~ra.gc  of  the Relatrlc Humidity over the period  (44) 
A\'er&ge wiaclspced over the period  (45) 
Prc.dominant wind direCtion ewer the period  (46) 
Globalsolas radiation in the period  ( 47) 
A\'erage of  c.W1y soU temperatures in the period  (43) 
Methods and recomputations that have been .used shall be  descn"bcd in  detail ic an anne:rto 
the meteorologic report  · 
Maximum values as mentioned in the bottom tiDe of  the table .are 10 be ucd  wheneYer the actually registered value is equal or 
higher than the maximum posstole wlues in these coiWDDS.  ~  · 
When the actually.r.qistercdw.lue.ts-bem1bnnmimum value aw.oouldbe entered, the minimum value shall be used. 
If  oo quantity could be measured (Le. below detectioll imks)  a tpOCial«>de -1  (minus 1)  will be used. When no 
analysis bas been c:arricd out for this parameter a zero or  blaak shall be used Contents of  dat.afile with dim-atologie estimates 
~~  Period  Jt&za- Air-~  J.dat.  WIDd- Waad- w.  Sail 
~  fto4#  WI  ....  Will  a-id  lpiOd 
~  ol.pcriolf(.,., 
direc:rioG  ....... ..,  v•- Froll- JlraaPa 
....  free  . 
1-S 
I 
i1 
l:s 
lilt tit  9 
1-S 
7-10 
12-13 
t•- 17 
U-23 
25-29 
Sl-~ 
.U-38 
~-·2. 
44 -·8 
so -s• 
.. -.. 
1-10 
' ' 
12-U U-17  19-25  2S-21> 
.  . 
. 
.  .  . 
' 
9  9  ~ 9  It  ~lt. 
Sequeaee N11111ber 
Obset'-atioa Ploc aamber 
Period 
llaiafaD 
Air  t411lpef'llftUe (Nia) 
Air .-.per.IR&Ie (Nu) 
Relative Hamicliay 
WiAdspeed 
W"md dirodioa. 
Solar ra4iatioa 
· Soil temperature 
Veaetatioo period 
Prostfree period 
Droqht period 
Obserntioa 
Uaits 
(clays) 
(d.ays)  . 
(days) 
Words 
,_,.  S6-»  40-42  ~-· 
.50-$4 
.. 
ltlt . 
. 
. 
t  ' '  ' ' 
9  It  9  't .  ' • s  ' 
6  s '  .· 
Se 'Mace aumber of  IUilples (11o 99 999) 
Conespoadiq plot auaabet (au.  9999) 
Period a amber (max 99) 
T«al  JRCipiUdioa. ia  die period 
A-.ce «daily .......  seapentva m  ctae pe.riod 
A9UaJe ol  daDy •uia~  feaa.pen~s  ewer Chi pe~od 
A9enae ol  tbe R.etaiM Ham.i4hy OYer the period 
A¥CnJe wiad.speed OfV  dae periocl 
Precloaa.illaAI wiad direc:doa. O¥U Cbe periOc! 
Global JOlar racliatioa. iR the period 
AYCtale o( cWJy soil tempentares m  tbe period 
AYCnJe lecatb of  veaeutioa period (to be clefilled) 
Averase leqtb of  frOICfroe period (to be defiDed) 
Avenae leqth of droqht periocl (to be debed) 
Dewutions. methods aod ncompatatiocu chat have beea wed sbaU be deacn"'bed iD cletail ill a a aD.Dexto 
the meuorolopc  Rpor1.  · 
6 
·-..  .  ... 
'· 
s 
Maximum  values as mellti.ae4 ill abe bottom tiDe of tbe table are to be  ase~  .nteaeYe.r che ac:tuaUy reperecl  value i.$ equal or 
biper  thaD the muimu.al~.-lacca.ae.e....&amus. 
Wbell dae actully  .....,..wleeu  hloowtlae miaimam value that coa1cl be Cllterecl. the minim  am value shall be ued. 
· If  ao quantity could be mea.Mhd (u.  below detec:tioa Umits) a special code -1 (miDus 1) will be use~. whea tlo 
aaalysis has beell caniocl Oal for this panmder a zero or blaak shaU be a.sed.. 
Form .8c 
XX199.S.MEC 
.~oa 
\ 
I 
.. 
(2). 
(40) 
i 
I 
I 
L 
I 
1 
(43J 
(43j 
(44}' 
~  (4Sj 
(46) 
(47) 
(43) .·- 65  ... 
Fon:D 8d 
tdentified potential damaging events  and phenomena per. plot per species. 
D  D  M M  S  S  D  D  M  M .Y  Y 
~  ~:;:  1·  I·  1•) 
1  x!::::: 1·+ ~  I I  I I  :~Date  ofinstallalion:l  I  I  I I I I 
Main species: t--+_  --+_--+,--'.)  Altitude:  tJj  •)  · 
Information obta.iDccl during iD~atiou 
- .. 
#  Event/phenomena  Descriptive definition of  event or phenomena 
1 r  .............  : ..  . .....  ·-· ......................................  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .•  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  .  .. . 
.  2(_ ••.  ' . . . • • • • • • • • •  .  •' . . . . . .  ' .  . . .  .• .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
. . . . ......  '. .  . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
31 ............  • .•.. 
- .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ....  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -..............  . 
41 .........  ~ .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....  . . . . . . . . . . 
5! .. ·  ............ .  i• ....  ·_ .....  ·.·. ·_· ...........  · .. ·  ................ ·I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  . . . ..  . . . . . . 
.  - .  .  - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ·''· ......... i 
L·················:···················· J 
61 ............... .  I· .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  I 
1- ~  ~  ~  ~  ~ : .  ~  ~ :  ~ >  :  .  :  .. :  .  :  :  ~ :  :  .  .  .  ~ .  :  >  .  :  :  ~ .  ~ .  :  ~·  ~ :  i 
•  ._ -------:--,.----------:---------------·--·-J 
r  I 
li 
1\ 
l 9 
- 56  -
Contents of datafile With occurrences of identified events/phenomena 
Form 8e 
XX1995.MEO . 
Soquc:oee 
Number 
' 
1-5 
1 
2 
3 
"  5 
'  7 
8 
9  9  9 
l-5 
7-10 
12-13 
15-16 
18-19 
21-22 
24 
26-35 
' 
Obscivaeiaa  &t:Afl  ~  &src:.iitJ  ·ot.ervatioa 
floc#  Sire  fbCDameaoD  ~-
frlxla  till 
7-10  12-1.3  15-16  U-19 21-22  24  26-35 
9  9  9  ' 
9  9 
Sequeace Numba-
Obsecvatiaa Plat aumber 
Site 
9 
Event/pbeo """' oa 
Oocuneace  period from 
OccuneDce period till 
Extre.mrty Of  ev~omena 
Observation 
9 
·. 
9  9  9  9 
Sequence number of  oc:c:um:DCeS (1 to  99 999) 
Correspoadiaa plat IIUIDhez (mu.  9999) 
Sitecode  . 
Numbezofid=tified ~(seeForm  9d) 
WeeknumberiD11bich~tookplacelaarted(mu99) 
Week numbez-in 1lbieh ewat1pbeDomeDoa took  pl~~ed  (max99) 
lnd.icatial of  e1tn:mity-(1=ver:y close acoordiDs to definition. 
2=extremely loogio duratioo, 3=atremely  intensive, 4= extremely long 
and extremely inteasive)  •)  .  ·  . 
Woras 
•)  Details shall be given in an annex to the meteorologic report 
.  ' 
'  ~· 
(2).  ·. 
(41)  : 
(48): 
'(48) 
'(49) ... 
It 
.. 
.- 57.  -
C~ntents  of plot ~e  with obs<(rved dam:age 
caused by meteorologic events/phenomena 
Form Sf. 
XX199S.MED  .. 
1---4  6--7  9 - - 12  14 - -.- - - 20  22 --.- - - - 28  30-31  33-3-4 36 - - - - 53  55 - S6' S8 ~  59  61 - - - 71 
Soop.-oe  Ccllllalr)'  Ott--*- ~~  l..ali!cl-'-~  .AidiMoo  ~  ....  ......oc:an.c ·~ 
rs.o-.bar  u.c  .D  .. ~- '---~. 
(+ D  D  K  MIS)! ,+-D  D  M  M  IS)  I..._  ...  a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1  0 
1.  1 
1  2 
I 
1  3 
1  4 
1  5 
1  6 
1  7 
1  8 
1  9 
2  0 
2  1 
2  2 
2  3 
.. 
2  4 
Column 
/  See cqJaoalioD 
.. iteai #  . 
1-4  Sequence number of  plots (1 to 9999) 
6-7  Country Code (France= 01, Belgium= 02, etc.)  (1) 
9-12  Observation plot/site number  (2) 
14-20  Latitude in +DDMMSS (e.g.+S05852) (  (4) 
22-28  · Longitude in(+ or -)DDMMSS (e.g. +035531)  (4) 
30-31  Altitude (in 50 meter classes from 1 to 51)  (7) 
33-34  Number on Events/phenomena list (if  any, see form 9d)  (50) 
36- 53  Description of  observed 4a~ge  (in words)  (~0) 
55-56  Estimated start ofoccurrence (from week number)  (4SJ 
58-59  Estimated end of occUrrence (till week number)  (48) 
61- 71  Othe~  observations (words)  (99) 58 
CODE  LISTS  FOR  THE SURVEY' DATA  OF THE  PER~Tf.:t\'T OBSERVATION  PLOTS  TO  BE 
FORWARDED TO THE  .COMMISSION 
The  following  inst~u~ions and codes are  to  be  adopted  by  the  Member States  to  complete  the. common
1 
observation  ·  · 
Information on plot level 
(J )  Country : 
01: France 
02: Bdgie - Belgique . 
03: Nederland 
04: Deutschland 
05: ltalia 
06: United Kingdom 
(2)  Observati~n plot 'number 
07: Ireland 
08: Danmark 
09: EJlas 
10: Portugal 
11: Espana 
12:  Luxembourg 
13:  Sverige 
14:  Osterreich 
15:  Suomi  -Finland 
The observation plot number corresponds to a unique number giv~n to the permanent plot during the 
selection or installation. 
(3)  Date,of observation, date of assessment, date of  analysis 
Dates shall  be  completed  in  the following order day, month and year: 
Day  Month  Year 
08  09  9 4 
(4)  Latitude-1-longitude coordinates 
Fill  in  the· full  six figure  latitude and longitude .:oordinates of the centre of the obser\'ation  plot. 
e.g. 
+1- Degrees  Minutes 
-latitude  +  5  ·o.  1 
-longitude  - 0  1  1 
the first  box is  used to indicate a  + or - coordinate 
(5)  Availability of water to principal species (estimate) 
1:  Insufficient 
2:  Sufficient 
3: Excessive 
(6)  Humus type 
0 
5 
Seconds 
2  7 
3  2 
1:  Mull 
2: Moder 
3:  Mor 
4: Anmor 
5:  Peat 
7:  Raw (Rob) 
6:  Other 
~· 69 
(7)  A itt tude 
1:  ::s  50 m  18:  .851- 900 m  35:  1 701-1 750 m 
2:  51- 100 m  19:  901- 950 m  36:  1 751-1 800 m  I 
3:  101- 150m  20:  951-1000 m  37:  1 801-1 850  m 
4:  151- 200 m  21:  1 001-1 050 m  38:  1 851--1 900 m 
5:  201- 250 m  22:  1 051-1100 m  39:  .1  901-1 950  m 
6:  251- 300 m  23:  1 101-1 150 m  40:  1 951-2·000 m 
7:  301- 350 m  24:  1151-1200 m  41: 2 001-2 050  m 
8:  351- 400 m  25:  1 201---:-1  250 m  42: 2 051-:-2 100 m 
•  9:  401- 450 m  .26:  1 251-1 300m  43: 2 1<11-2 150 m 
10:  451- 500 m  27:  1 301-1 350 m  44: 2 151-2 2oom 
11:  501- 550 m  28:  1 351-1 400 m  45: .2 201-2 250m· 
12:  551- 600 m  29:  1 401-1 450 m  46: 2 251-2 300m 
13:  601- ·650 m  30:  1 451-1 500 m  47: 2 301-2 350 m 
14:  651- 700 m  31:. i 501-1550 m  48:  2 351-2 400 m 
15:  701- 750 m  32:  1 551-1 600 m  49: 2 401-2 450 m 
16:  751- 800 m  33:  1 601-1 650 m  so:  2 451-2 soo m 
17: .. 801- 850 m  34:  1 651-1 700 m  51:  >2 500 m 
(8)  Orientation 
1:  N  4: SE  7:W 
2:  ]\.T£  5: s  8:  ~T\x' 
3:  E  6:  SW  9:  flat 
(9)  Mean age of  do~inant store)' ()'ears) 
1:  ::s  20  5:  81-100 
2:  21.......:  40  6:  101-120 
3:  41- 60  7:  >  20 
4:  61- 80  8:  Irregular stands 
(10)  Soil unit 
Fluvisols  Are no sols  Calcisols 
101  E'utric  Fluvisols  129  Haptic Arenosols  155  Haplic Calcisols 
102  Calcaric Fluvisols  130 Cambic Arenosols  156  Luvic Calcisols 
103  Dystric Flu  vi sols  131  Luvic Arenosols  157  P~rric Calcisols · 
104  Mollie Fluvisols  132  Ferralic Arenosols 
105  Umbric Fluvisols  133 Albic -Arenosols  Gypsis·ots  106  Thionic Fluvisols  134  Calcaric Arenosols 
107  Salic' Fluvisols  135  Gleyic  Arenosols  158  Haptic Gypsisols 
159 Calcic Gypsisols 
Gleysols 
Andqsols 
160  Luvic  Gypsisols 
108  Eutric Gleysols 
161  Petrie Gypsisols 
109  Calcic Gleysols,  136 Haplic Andosols 
110  Dystric Gleysols  13 7 Mollie Andosols  Solonetz 
111  Andie Gleysols  138  Urnbric Andosols 
162  Haplic Solonerz 
112  Moille Gleysols ·  139 Vitric.Andosols 
163  Molhc Solonetz 
113  Umbric Gleysols  140 Gleyic  Andosol~ 
164  Calcic Solonetz 
114  Thionic Gleysols  141  Gelic Andosols 
165  Gypsic  Solonetz 
115  Gelic  Gleysols  166  Stagnic Solonetz 
Vertisols  167  Gleyic Solonetz 
I 
Regosols 
116  Eutric Regosols 
142 Eutric Vertisols 
143  Dystric Vertisols  Solonchaks 
117 Calcaric Regosols  144  Calcic Vertisols  168  Haplic Solonchaks  I  118  Gypsic Regosols 
~  -·j  119 Dystric Regosols 
145 Gypsic Vertisols  169 Mollie Solonchaks 
120 Umbric Regosols  170 Calcic Solonchaks 
121  Gelic Regosols  Carnbisols  171  Gypsic Solonchaks 
'  172 Sodic Solonchaks 
Leptosols 
146 Eutric Cambisols  173  Gleyic Solonchaks 
147 Dystric Cambisols  174  Gelic Solonchaks 
122  Eutric Leptosols  148  Humic Cambisols 
123  Dystric Leptosols  14 9 Calcaric Camhi  sols  Kastanozems 
124  Rerrdzic  Leptosols  150 Chromic Cambisols 
125  Mollie Leptosols  151  Vertic Cambisols  175  Haptic. Kastanozems 
126  Umbric Leptosols  152 Ferralic Otmbisols  176  Luvic Kastanozems · 
127 Lithic Leptosols  153  Gleyic Cambisols  177 Calcic Kastanozems _ 
128  Gelic  Leptosols  154  Gelic Cambisols  178  Gypsic KaStanozems -·eo 
Chernozems  Planosols  Nirisols 
179 Haplic  Chernoums  205  Eutric Planosols  232  Haplic Nitisols 
180 Cakic Chemozems  206 Dystric Planosols  233  Rhodic  Nitisols 
_ 181  Luvic Chemozems  207 Mollie Planosofs  234  Humic Nirisols 
182  Glossic  Chemozems  208  Umbric  Planosols 
183  Gleyic  Chernozems  209 Gelic  Planosols 
Ferra I  sols 
Phaeozems  Podzoluvisols 
184  Haplic  Phaeozems  21 0 Eutric  Podzoluvisols 
21.5  Haptic Ferralsols 
.236  XanthiC  Ferralsols 
185  Calcaric Phaeozems  211  Dystric Podzoluvisols  23 7 Rhodic Ferralsols 
186  Luvic Phaeozems  212 Stagnic Podz.oluvisols  238 Humic Ferralsols 
187 Stagnic Phaeozems  213 Gleyic Podzoluvisols  239 Geric  Ferralsols 
188  Gle)'ic  P¥eozems  214 Gelic  Podzoluvisols  240 Plinthic Ferralsols 
Greyzems  Podzols 
189  Haplic Greyzems  215  Haplic Podzols  Plinthosols 
216 Cambic  Podzols  190  Gleyic  Greyzems  217 Ferric  Pod.zols  2~  1 Eurric  Plinthosols 
Luvisols  218  Carbic Pod.zols  242  Dystric Plinthosols 
-219  Gleyic Podzols  243  Humic Plinthosols 
191  Haplic Luvisols  220 Gelic Podzols  244  Albic  Plinthosols 
192  Ferric  Luvisols 
193  Chromic Luvisols  Acrisols  Histosols  194  Calcic  Luvisols  221  Haplic Acrisols 
195  Vertic  Luvisols  222  Ferric  Acrisols  245  Folic  Histosols 
196  Albic  Luvisols  223  Humic Acrisols  246 Terrie Histosols · 
197 Stagnic  Luvisols  224  Plinthic  Acrisols  24 7  Fibric  Histosols 
198  Gleyic  Luvisols  225  Gle)'ic Acrisols  248 Thionic Histosols 
249  Gelic  Histosols 
Lixisols  Ali sols 
199  Haplic Lixisols  226  Haplic Alisols  Anthrosols  200 Ferric· Lixisols  22 7 Ferric  Ali sols 
201  Plinthic  Lixisols  228  Humic Alisols  250 Aric  Anthrosols 
202  Albic  Lixisols  229  Plinthic  Alisols  251  Fimic  Anthrosols 
203  Stagnic bxis.ols  230 Stagnic Alisols  25~ Curriulic  Anthrosols. 
204  Gleyic  LilCisols  231  Gleyic  Alisols  25 3 Urbic  Anthrosols 
(11)  Size of toUzl  plot, size of sub-plot 
The  size of the  total  plot, or sub-plor  shall  be  stared  in  0,0001  ha. 
(12)  Number of trees  in total plot 
The total number of trees  in  the  total plot.  All  trees  from  5 em  (DBH)  and  more  are counted. 
(  13)  Yield estimates 
The  yield  estimates. consist of an  absolute and. a relative yield  estimate. The  absolute estimate will  be 
the· estimated  average  yield  over  the  total  life  penod  of the  ~tand. The  relative  yield  will  indicate 
whether  the  absolute  yield  estimate  is  considered  to  be  low,  normal  or  high  for  the  stand.  The 
following codes will  be  u,sed: 
Absolute yield  code 
0 =  0,0- 2,5  m3  per hectare per year 
1 =  2,5--:- 7,5 m 3  per hectare per  year 
2 = 7,5-12,5 m3 per hectare per year 
3 =  12,5-17,5 m3 per hectare per year 
4 =  17,5-22,5 m3  per hectare per  year 
5  ~  >22,5 m3  per  hectare per  year 
(99)  Other Observations 
Relative  yield  code 
1 =Low 
2 =Normal 
3 =High 
Relevant information concerrung the  plot shall  be  stated here. 
Information on  tree level 
to  be  used  in  the  crown  ass~ssment 
• • 
• 
• 
(14 j  Sample  tree number 
The tree  number  is  the  number which  has  been  assigned  to the tree  during the  install.ation  of the 
plor. 
o's)  Species  (Reference  Flor.1  Europ.2e.2) 
Broadleaves ( •  = species to be  used for  the foliage  inventory) 
001:  Acer campestre  " 
002:  Acer monspessuli:znum  • 
003:  Acer  opal~ 
004:  Acer plat4fl0ides 
005:  Acer .:snuloplat4nus  • 
006:  Alnus 'ordat4  " 
007:  Alnus glutinosa  • 
008:  Alnus incana 
009:  Alnus viridis 
010:  Betula  pendula  " 
011:  Betula  pubescens  " 
012:  Buxus sempervirens 
013:  Carpinus  betulus  • 
014:  Carpinus  orienta/is 
015:  Cast4nea sativa. (C.  vesca)  " 
016:  Corylus ave/lana  • 
017:  Eucalyptus sp.  " 
0 18:  Fagus  moesia.ca  • 
019:  Fagus  orienta/is 
020:  Fagus  sylvatica  • 
021:  Fraxinus· pngusti(olz.2 
spp. oxyarpa (F.  ·ox)'ph)'lla)  " 
022:  Fraxinus  excelsior  • 
023:  Fraxius  ornus  • 
024:  Ilex aquifolium· 
025:  ]uglans  nigra 
026:  Juglons_1'tgia 
027:  Malus  domestica 
·028:  Olea europaea  • 
029:  Ostrya carpinifolia  " 
030:  Platanus orient41is 
031:  Populus alba 
032:  Populus  canescens 
033:  Populus  hybrides  " 
034:  P-opulus  nigra  • 
035:  Populus tremula  • 
036:  Prunus  avium  " 
045:  Quercus {ntticosa  (Q.  lusitaniea) 
046:  Quercus ilex  " 
047:  Quercus ·macrolepis  (Q.  aegilop.s) 
048:  Q~tercus petraea  • 
049:  Quercus pubescens  "  . 
050:  Quercus  pyren.aica  (Q.  toz.a)  • 
051:  Quercus  robur (Q.  peduculata) 
052:  Quercus  rotundifolsa  • 
053:  Quercus  114bra  • 
054:  Quercus suber. • 
05 5:  Quercus  tro;an.a 
056:  Robinia pseudoacacia  .,: 
057:  Salix alba 
058:- Salix  caprea 
059:  Salix cinerea 
060:  Salix eleagnos 
061:  Salix  fragilis 
062:  Salix  sp. 
063:  Sorbus  aria 
064:  Sorbus  aucupana 
065: ,Sorbus domestzca 
066:  Sorbus  torminahs 
067:  Tamarix a(rica11a 
068:  Tilia  cordata 
069:  Tilia  platyphyl/os 
070:  Ulmus  glabra  (U.  scabra,  U.  montana) 
071:  Ulmus laevis  (U.  effu$a) 
072:  Vlnitt.s  m£nor  (U.  campestris,  V.  carpinifolsa) 
073:  Arbu:us. unedo 
074:  A.rbutus  andrachue 
. 075:  Ceratoma siliqua 
076:  ~rcis sriiquastrun.z 
077:  Erica arborea 
078:  Erica  scoparia · 
079:  Erica  manipulzflor.; 
080:  Laurus  nobilis 
037:  Prunus  dulcis  (Am)'gdalus  communis) 
038:  Prunus  padus-
081:  M)•rtus  communis 
082:  Phillyrea  latifolia 
083:  Phili)•rea angustt(oila 
084:  Pzstacia  lentiscus 
085:  Pistacia  te~ebmthus 
086:  Rhamnus oleoides 
087:  Rhamnus alatemus 
099:  Other broadleaL'es 
039:  Prunus  serotiu.a 
040:  Pyrus  commums 
041:  Quercus  cerris  • 
042:  Quercus c.occi(era  fQ.  callipri1tOs)  • · 
043:  Quercus (aginea  •  ' 
044:  Quercus {rainetto  (Q ."conferta)  " 
Conifers ("  = species  to be  used  for  the  foliage  inventory) 
100:  Abies alba  •  114:  Juniperus sabina 
101:  Abies bomii-regis  "  115:  JuniperUs ·thurifera  • 
128: 
129: 
102:  Abies cephalonica  "  116:  Larix decidua  •  130: 
103:  Abies grandis  117:  LArix· kaemp(eri (L. leptolepis)  1.31: 
104:  Abies  nordmamria11a  118:  Picea abies  (P.  excelsa)  "  132: 
105:  Abies pinsapo  119:  Picea  omorika  133: 
106:  Abies  procera  120:  Picea  sitchensis  •  134: 
107:  Cedms atlantica  121:  p;,m brutia  •  135: 
108:  Cedrus  deodara  122:  Pinus  canariensis  136: 
109:  Cupressus lusitanica  123:  Pinus  cembra  137: 
110:  Cupressus  sempen,irens  124:  Pinus  contorta  • ·  138: 
111:  Juniperus commums  125:  Pinus  halepensis  •  139: 
112:  Junipems o:rycedrus  •  126:  Pi,us heldrcichii  199: 
113:  Juniperus  phoenicea  127:  Pinus  leucodermis 
Pinus  mugo  (P.  montana) 
Pinus  nigra  • 
Pinus  pinaster  • 
Pinus  pinta  " 
Pinus  radiat4  (P.  _insignis)  • 
Pinus  strobus 
Pinus  syll,estris  " 
Pinus  uncinata  • 
Pseudotsuga .menziesii  • 
Taxus baccata 
Thuya sp:  · 
Tsuga· sp:  · 
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(  16)  Defolt.atio~ 
Defoliation figure  for  each sample tree expressed as  a  percentage (in  steps of 5  %) compared with a  ' 
tree With  complete foliage.  The actual percentage is  used. 
0::0% 
5 =  1- 5% 
10 =  6-10% 
15 = 11-15% 
etc. 
( 17)  Discolouration codes 
0: no discolouration  (~10  %) 
1:  slight discolouration (11-25 %) 
2:  PlOderate discolouration (26-60 %) 
3:  severe discolouration (>60 %) 
4~ dead 
(18)  Easil)' identifiable. causes of damage 
Add a  111ark  (1) in the corresponding column(s). 
T1 = ga.me  and grazing 
T2 = presence or traces of an excessive number of insects 
T3 =fungi 
T4 = abiotic agenrs  (wind, snow, frost,  drought~ ...  ) 
T 5 = direct action of man 
T6 = fire 
T7 =  known locaVregional  pollutant 
T8 7  orher· 
( 19)  Identification of damage type 
Where possible, further identification of the damage type should be added, e.g. for insects: the species 
or group (e.g.  'bark beetles'). 
(20)  Other observations on tree let'el 
Any additional observation:; which may be of interest shall be dearly noted on the form, (e.g.  possible 
influencing factors  (~ecent drought, temperature extremes); other damage/stress symroms). 
to  be  used  in  the  soil  condition-inventory 
(21)  Code  for depth level 
0  Orga~ic layer (see  footnote  in  paragraph II.4  for definition) 
H  Organic layer (see  foomote in  paragraph 11.4  for  definition) 
M05  Mineral soil  ~tween  ·O  and 5 err.  (optional) 
M51  =  Mineral soil  between 5  and 10 em (optional) 
MOl  Mineral soil  between 0  and 10 em  (mandatory) 
M12  Mineral soil  between  10 and 20 em  (mandatory) 
M24  Mineral soil  berween 20 and 40. em (mandator)·) 
M48  Mineral soil  between 40 and 80 em (mandatory) 
(22)  Code d( sampli11g  a1talysis  method (SAM) 
For each parameter that has been determined in. one or more  s~il samples, one of the following codes 
is  included  in  the first  dataline, and used to indicate the sample- type under sample code: 
0  no deviation from  approved method  . 
1  =  parameters have  been-determined through an alternative method (details to be  included in 
an annex to. the soil condition report), or first  (sub)sample 
2-8  codes to be  used  for any subsequent subsamples 
9  parameters  have  been  determined  through  recomputation  of data  determined  through ·a 
different method (details to be  included in  the anne
1
x  to the soil condition report) 
to  be  used  in  the  foliage  inventory 
(23)  Sample code 
The sample code for  the foliage  inventory consists of the tree species code (see  explanation item  1'5) 
followed  by  the code for  leaves/needles of the current year (::0) or of the current +  1  leaves/needles 
(l). e.g.  the sample of the  needles  of last  year (1) of the Picea abies·  (q8} is  thus:  118.1 
I 1-
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(24)  Tree  nuinbers of ti,c sample 
As in  some samplings (foliage, increment) frees  outside the normal plot· (er sub-plot) have to be  used, 
special numbers have to be  applied. The numbers of these uees will  stan with a  lener (f =  foliage, 
R =  ring analysis:  by  increment  borings,  D =  discs analrsis)  followed  with a  sequence  number  (e.g. 
FOOl).  The numbers are to be  reponed.  · 
·  (25)  Mass  of 100  /e.:zPcs  or  1 000 needles 
The q1ass  is  determined of 100 leaves or l  000 needles.  (oven-dry)  in grams. 
(26)  Shoot mass 
The mass of the 'shoot is  determined (oven-dry'  in  grams. 
to  be  used  i·n  the  increment  ass~ssment 
(27)  Diameter at breast height  (DBH) 
The diameter at breast height (  l ,30 m)  over bark in  0,1  centimetres; 
'When a diameter tape is  used. a single value will  be needed. When calipers are used the maximum and 
the minimum dtameter (over  bark) .shall  be  determined and reporred (diameter 1 and diameter 2). 
(28)  Bark 
The thtckness of the  bark at  1.30 m.  e"pressed in  centimetres with one decimal. 
(29)  Height~ofthe tree 
The height of the tree expressed  m  metres  an~ rounded off to the  nea~est 0,5 metres. 
(30)  Tree  volume  • 
Based on the measured d!ameter(s) and height. the tree volume can be estimated using locally known 
form  factors or through the use  of vahd  volume tables. The tree  \'Olui1le  shall  be expressed in  cubic-
metres (m3)  with rhre'e  decimals.  · 
/ 
(31)  Crown lettgth 
The length of the crown rounded ofi to the nearest 0,5  metres lS  determined from the· rip of the stem 
to the lowest bve  b~an~h excluding water shoots. 
(32)  Cro£1..111  U'idth 
The average crown width is determmed by  the a\erage of at least four crown radii, multiplied by  two. 
and rounded off to the nearest 0,5  merres.  ' 
(33)  Dsameter under bark 
The actual diarnerer under bark is calculated as the diameter over bark ded~cted with the width of the 
bark at the two sides. The diameter under bark of five  years ago is  calc~lii.ted as the actual diameter 
. under bark less  the increment of the last  f1ve  vears of the tree at both sides. The diameter under bark 
is  expressed in  0,1  centimeters.  ·  - ·  . 
(34)  Basal  are~ per plot 
·The .actual basal area per plot is  calculated  as  the total basal  areas of all the trees  in .the  plot. The 
basal area per plot of five  years ago is calculated on the basis of the estimated diameter under bark or 
five  years ago of all  the trees in  the plot. Basal  area per plot is  expressed in  0,1· m2• 
(35)  Volume per plot 
The actual volume per plot is  calculared as  the total v6lume of atl  the trees in  the pfot. The- volume 
per plot of five  years ago is calculated on the basis of the estimate~ diameter under bark offive years 
ago of all  the trees in  the  plot. Volume  per  pl9t  is  cxrrcssed in  0~  1 m\ .. 
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(36)  Thinnings 
If a  thinning  has  taken  place  in  the  five-year  period  berween  the  rwo  years  of determination  of 
diame.ter,  basal  area  per plot and volume  per plot, this wilf be  indicated (Yes =  1,  No = 0).  In an 
additional part the details of this thinning will be described as detailed as possible (including: thinning 
method,  exact  year .of  thinning,  thinning  intensiry  expressed  as  number  of  trees,  basal  arealha,, 
volumefha). 
·Information with regard to·the deposition moni~ring 
('37)  SDmpkr ctNk 
The foDowiq codes shall be  used  for the amplen for depo.ritioo. 
1 :  lbroughfAn 
2 :  bulk depositioo 
3 ·:  wet-only deposition 
4:  ~ow  J~ 
S:  fog 
6:  frozea foe  (rime) 
7 :  air CODceatratioa 
9:  ochers 
Details  on  dle  equipmeat  used  ah&I1  be  ltaled . ill an  Ann~ to  the  cloc:umeat  with  the  ba.cqrouad 
informalioa. 
(37a)  Stmrpk qlUJI'Jtity 
The total collected qu.utity of the sample(s) man be divided by dle c:atcb.mcnt  area of the collector(s)  aDd 
· sball be reponed  iD  mm. 
(38)  First and fiM1 ~of  tlu monitoring period 
The first  aud fiul clale.s  of each  monitoring  period  ahaD  be awed  oa the forms, using the ~  format 
as the  dale  of observation,  assessment  aud analysis (see· item 3). 
A moaitoriag period  lhall coDSist  of oae or more  mea.suria&  periods. The measuring  periods within  oae 
monitoring period  should have the same leqth. The minimum leqth of a measuriag period is oae week, 
the maximum oae month.  · 
Whea it is aec::easuy  to use  different  measuriq periods  dudng  the  year (e.g. weekly in summer  aud 
monthly in winter), two separl!e  monitoring periods  lball be identified  ud the RIUlts  shall be reported 
~~~~efu~.  . 
(39)  Number of PfV4fllring periods 
The Dumber  of measuring periods  in each  moGir.oriae  period Mt,aD be indicaled in the  fo~. 
(40)  Period 
The  measuriag puiod number in which lhe  u.mple has beea collected shall be awed.  Eadl year (oa or 
&rOUDd  1 Jaauary)  a aew set of measuring periods  will be ltarled.  When ,Amples from  sevenl measuring 
periods  are combined before  ua)ysis, the  exact details  of dle mixing shall be swed  in the Annex  to the 
document  with  background  Ulformatioo.  The number  of the  first  meaSuring  period  shall  be used  to 
indica1e  the period  for aualysis (e.g. whea the samples from period  9, 10, 11 ud 12 are combined into a 
single sample  for the  aualysis, this  sample win be  Jiveo the  period  number 9). 
Information with regard to the meteorologic monitoring 
(41)  Sik cod~ 
In aud Dear the plot a number of site.s cube ideDtified.  As meteorologic  iastruments  ~be  ~ed  at 
dift'ereDt  sites, each site has to be identified. The ·eua details  of the site are to be i.Dc:luded  in au Aauex 
to the documeDt  with the  nideorologic  evaluati~. Examples of possible site codes are: 
In the plOt 
1 :  under canopy at standard  meteorologic  height {l.SO m) 
2 :  under canopy at height of 2 m (2.00 m) 
3 :  uader canopy at grouad level (0.10 m) 
. 4 :  ar cuopy height 
S :  above the  cuopy 
6 :  uader caaopy at depth  of 20 ern (-0 .20 m) 
Outside  the  plot 
7 :  open field, at standard  meteorologic  height (1.50 m) 
8:  open  field, at  ground JeveJ  (0.10 m) 
9 :  t>nen. field, at height  of 10.00 m 
etc. 
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(42)  lnstnunenl ~ 
The followiag codes tball be used for abc amplc:a f«  m::&oorology. 
'  . 
10 :  muual re.adiDg 
20,:  mechanical ~g 
30,:  papa~ 
-iO:  digital ·~  (~d  &lOGe)  . 
SO:  digical ~  (mteerasecf  ~er) 
WbeG  moce iuUumeaU  of difl'ereac  types, bruds, -..  ~  used, lbe .Jiagle IIW:Dben cu be used  (c~c- 11; 
bair hygrometu, 12 Wdldry bulb) 
Oec.a.ils  oa she  equipment  used shall  be auscc!.  ill Ill Alulcx  so ·eM  doalmeat  with  dle ~ 
evaluatioJl.  . •  . . 
(43)  T~rat:uru 
'Ibe ~  will be lti.Ced  iD oC, Usia& die foa:aat ol  a plaslmiaus  ud two diPs plus oae decimal 
(e.c. -12.5) 
(44)  IWiztiw HunrJtlity 
The rd.uive humidity will be ~  as lbe,peciod aveace. asiA& lbe format of  two diciu ud ooe decimal 
(e.c. 62.5) 
(45)  Wind ~ed 
The wiadspeed will be  N1ed a.s  the  average wiDdspeed  in metres  per U.C:Ood  (mli),  using the  format of 
a1  ma.x.imum  three  digits (e.g. 2S) 
(46)  WU&d direction 
The pRClomiAaat  wi.ad ditectioo.  will be ltated ia o of  lbe compass rose (NOI1h  -0:>, But ;.  90:>. South  ;:: 
18()) ud West  •  27(P ). 
(47)  Solar RAdi.a:tion 
The  global I01at ~  .over .che  period. -will-be 'llai.Cd  ill  Wans per sq. metre (W  lril). 
{48)  Occurrence wdi 
The ocaureuce.s will be IW.ed  in weeks wing 1be JWtdard  week aumbe.ring: Week 1 starts on or around 
1 Juuary. For tbe oca.arrence of an event on a .siagle day,che week numbers  ·~rom' ud "ull' are the  s~. 
(49)  Extumity 
The extremity of an occurrence  wiD ~  given a code  .. 
I  :  (Vecy)  close according to the  defulition  of che  event/phenomena· 
2 :  Extremely long in duration· 
3 :  Extremely  intensive 
4 :  Extremely  long and extremely intensive 
(50)  Obsen·ed damage 
The  number. and  name  under  which  che  damage is mentioned  ia the,  Fonn Sd. (if applicable)  or a !hon 
indication  aod a reference  to  a more utensive explanation  io the survey or evaluation  reP9n  (sec:  Annex 
IX. Paragraph  11.8) shall be stated.  The same report  should also include details  orl  extremiry. syrnt':orru 
and  5prtadJDg of the  darna!:e. 
·(99)  Other observations 
Relevant  informa~ion shall  be stated here and_ explained in  the correspondi~g evaluation report 1(see 
Annex VIIb)..  .  ·  .  .  ·  · I. 
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ANNEX Vllb 
Details for  th.e  submission of background information and  inrerpre~ion of the permanent plots 
General remarks 
As  an annex to the submission of the Inventoried results, Member States shall  prepare a document 
with the  background  information  and the  interpretation of the  results,  either  plot wise  or for  all 
national observat;ion plots. 
In  principle ~ch  su,  •mission of inventory data shall be accompanied by  background information 
describing the actuaUy applied methods of determination/sampling/measuring, etc., details on the 
methods of recording and validating, as described  below under paragraph II. 
1
• 
- Together with the survey results, an interpretation as  indicated  below in  paragraph III  shall  be 
included. 
When data from more surveys arc submitted at the same time (or have been submitted before) an 
integrated  interpretation  (as  indicated  in  paragraph  IV)  shall  be  submitted  in  addition to the 
interpretation mentioned under the second indent  o~ this .Paragraph. 
This annex presents information on the structure of these reports. 
II.  Background information 
11.1.  Gerreral i11(onnation 
The  general  pan . shall  contain  information  on  (counrry  wise  or  when  rele'"anr  province/region 
wise): 
forest  area  (in  1 000 ha), 
number of plots (total), 
- number of plots (in  the submitted survey), 
selection criteria (if submitted number of pl~fs is  Jess  than total nurnber of plots), 
history of these plots with regard to this survey, 
- relations with other  su~eys. 
11.2.  bwe1ztory methods 
A summary of the inventory method shall be 'given, including det?ils on used equipment, installation 
and recording.  Especially where these details have  not been  laid down in  a  mandatory way, a clear 
review  of  the  executed  inventory  method  is  essential  for  further  interpretation,  possible 
comparability, and the e\·aluation of the obtained" results. In  many surveys there is  a large freedom  in 
the selection of equipment, depths, timing and intensity of the survey. Details on the used quipment, 
recorded  depths, ,timing  and  frequency  of the survey/sampling  shall  be  stated.  ~'henever samples 
have been  taken, details on this sampling including' the storage (cool," dark, etc.) shall  be  supplied. 
Any applied control  measure~ents shall  be  described in  short. 
11.3.  ·  Methods for t},t an.alysis and calculation of results 
With  regard  to chemical  analysis  of  ~amples, in  most  cases  cenain  methods  are  recommended. 
Information on the actually used  methods (including storage, evaluation and (re-)calculation of the 
obtained  r~ults) shall  be  supplied. Whenever applicable the results of the calibration tests shall  be 
reported. 
11.4.  Exceptions lmd disturba11ces 
Special  artention  shall  be  given  to exceptional  situations  with  regard  to the  inventory,  sampling, 
storage, analysis, calculation  and/or interpretation. When gaps exist  in  the  data~ due:  .to  whatever 
reasons,  estimates  based  on  results  from  other  sources  can  be  made  in  certain·  cases.  These 
assumptions shall  be  carefully documented. 
Regional differences shall  be  stated and explained  in  der:~i,l  (c. g.  different lahorarory). 67 
III.  ·lnterpretatio!l within one survey 
III.l.  Actual mternal interpreUJtion 
An  interpretation  shall  be  made  of the  collected  and  evaluated  data  for  each  survey  separatefy. 
Whenever  poss1ble  relations  bet\\reen  the different parameters in  this  survey shall be  indicated.. 
III.2.  Internal mterpretation with former  surveys 
•  The  results  of  consecutive  surveys  shall  ~ evaluated  and  whenever  po~sible  trends 'shall  be 
indicated. 
III.J.  liJterpretatfon u;ith external data 
The  results  of the  survey  shall  be  reviewed  and compared to  results  from  other (similar)  surveys 
carried out in  the (same)  region/country.  Differences  and similarities are to be  indicated and when 
applicable the differences  should  be  evaluated. Also  data  from ·other sources  which 'could explain 
cenain relations in  par~meters shall  be  included  here. 
IV.  Integrated interpretation 
l\'.1.  Actual interpreiatron 
In  the  national  focal centre aU  survey -.:esults  on  a  national  level  are. collected.  The  relarionshi·p 
between parameters of different surveys shall  be  investigated. Also the various interpretations of the 
single  survey  results  shall  be  taken  into  account  and  shall  be  reviewed  in  the  light  of  the 
integration. 
IV .2.  Imerpretation u'ith former  years 
National  level  results  from  former  survevs  shall  also ·be  used  m  the  integrated  interpretation. 
Whenever poS$ible  trends shall  be  indicated and explained. 
IV.3.  Interpretation with .external data 
The found results of the inregrateci  in~erpretation shall  be  reviewed  and  co~pared to results from· 
other sources. Differe.nces and/or  similaritie~ shall  be  nored and explained whenever possible  . 
.  . .· 
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Resolution 1 
E-t:ROPEA·N NET"YORK OF PERM_ANENT SAl\iPLE PLOTS FOR 
MONITORING OF FOREST ECOS.YSTEMS 
THE SIG!\ATQRY STATES A.'\.D 
INTERNATIO~AL  INSTITUTION 
considering that  fores~ in  Europe m,ake  up an ecological, 
cultural and  economic  heritage  tla.~t  is  essential  to  our 
civilisation, 
considering that studies of the health problems of forests in 
the last decade:  · 
~'have  shown that some forest ecosystems are in a precarious 
'  state  due to  \'arious  factors.  notabl)  air pollution  and 
_  certain meteorological e\'ents. 
- have made dear the need for and the great scarcity of 
reliable  data  on  these  ecosystems,  par1icularly  for  the 
period preceding the rc:-ported incidents. 
- have. notably under the auspices of the tnitt>d l\ations 
Economic· Commission for Europe (Conwntion on Long-
-Range Transbounda~·  Air Pollution.  Ger~t>,-a 1979), glH'n 
rise to important and'fruitful work. which has led to the 
finalising-of jointly-agreed mf"thods for assessing pollution 
and the· state of forests, 
considering that. apart from  the continuing impact of air 
pollution, it is to be ft>ared that further pressures are likely. 
such as climatic changes arising from the grt>enhouse effecL 
or others as yet totally unforeset>n. 
considering that it is important to dra\\· the right condusiom 
from the experience and knowledgt> acquirt>d in the field of 
forest managt>mt>nt  nwthod~ that encouragt> tht>  vitalit)· of 
forest ecosvstt>ms. 
/ 
considering that it  is  nf'cessa~- to dt>tect as SOOn as possible' 
eve~- significant changt> in the fun<'tioning of forest ecosys-
tems. and to bt> able to dt>fine their  chara(1eristic.s and analvse 
their causes S\\ifth·.  · 
considering that it  is  ne-Cessary to determine whether the 
, changes obserYed tO datf" can ~interpreted  ~S  falling \\ithin 
the fluctuations around a  stable a\·erage observed in the 
recent past. 
<'onsidering that it  i~ n.P<'t>ssar) to know the  eriticall~vels and 
critical loads of poUution liable to bring about the destabili-
sation of different forest ecosYStems, 
('On~idf"ring that tlw significant t•ffort aln•ady madt' to better 
ur1<f,·r~tand tlw ,., olution ()f  for~c·~t t'('Osvstc·m~. oht•n ('hat'a,·-
terised by their fragile nature, should lead to an adnincf" in 
the resolution Qf serio.us problems identified by monit~ring. 
rf'ill erul~arour  to put in tlreir respectir·e countries the rec.·om-
mendation.~ concerning  a.~\l -ssment (l[ld monitoring put for-
u·ard by tlre International Cooperatir·e Programme on Asses.,-
ment curd Monitoring of  Air Pollution  Effect.~ (m  Forest~. 
THE PRINCIPLES 
l. Tht>  efforu alrcadv made to monitor the state of fore~ 
ecosystems. within  tl~(' framt>\\'ork  of thf"  various  r~gional. 
national or international  pro~:,rrammes, must be rf"infore<-d. 
'lost of  these programmt>s  were.oribrinall~·  S<'t up to gathertht> 
information rt>quired  for an  e('ologieaU~  respor~sible man-
agement of timber  production.  At  the  beginning of tlw 
eighties, tht> concern feh at tht' damag(' <-aus<-d to forf"sts  h~· 
air pollution led to important international actions. notably 
in the contt>xt of the ,-arious study gr:oups set ,up undt>r, the 
auspices of the Conwntior1 on Long-Range Transhounda~· 
Air  Pollution.  With  the opening of the  nin<-ties.  gent-ral 
awareness of the fnierilit)  of man~- European forest ecosys-
tems justifit>s the continuation and strell{,Jthening of initia-· _ 
ti_ves already undertaken. 
/ 
2. The strengthening ol present e1Jo~ in  monitori~  forest 
ecosystems aims at improving the w~ys of managing timber 
production in an f"eologieall) -responsihl<-fashion; and also at 
adopting the means needed for an eff~etiv(' ~m·ironmf"ntal 
protection polie). Th('S<' aim!' require: 
2). the  a\·ailabilit~  of  a  Jlf'rmaiwnt  nw(·hanism  for  tlw 
gathering of object  in- <~nd, "her<-n·r possi!Jie. comparable 
data, that will allow a h<'ttt•r diagnosis and  anaty~is of  existing 
and future problrms in all tht>ir g('ographieal and ter:npor~l 
. \"ariahility~ 
2.2. an e\'aluation of  thf" quantitati\ e d<·velopn:tent of  fi:u~tor~ 
that affect tht>  functioning of forest ecosystems and timber 
production, as weU as the reactions of  these ecosystems to air 
poUution, stre~s, climatic fluctuations. storms, fires,  huma~ 
interventions, etc  .• 
2.3.  the  adopt~on of permanent arrangements h)'  which 
progress may be made in  determin-ing relations between 
cause and ef:f~~ for example. h,y characterising for a gi\'en 
ecosystem the local pollution level ar:td the critical thrt-shold 
. of pollutants resp01isible for tht' ecosystem  ·s destabilisation. 
.). The monitorintr of  fon·~t ('('O·~ystem~ shoultl  r~l~ simuha-70 
rwou::-1~ on two l<•vt-1!' of pt-rman~nt sam pi<>  ploLG;: 
- samplP plot:>- l'or elt-mt-ntary  ~y~t<>matic monitoring. 
- samplt> plot!' f.or intensin· monitoring .. 
3.1. The sample plots/ for elementary systemati(' monitoring 
are positioned on the intersection poin~  of  ~ystematic im en-
to~ grids. \\ith a density at least equal to that ree~mmended 
by the International Cooperati,·e Pro~rramnw  on Asse:>.snH'nt 
and ~1onitoring  of Air Pollution Effects on Forests. This typ<> 
of  systematic network allows regional assessments and statis-
tical  research  to  be carried. ou4 thus prO\iding the  data 
needed for forestry and environmental policy.lt also permits 
the orientation of  obsen·ations and measurements on to the . 
intensive m~nitoring sample plots .. 
3.2. The intensive monitoring sample plots are installed in 
order to obtain detailed data on the evolution of a number of 
forest ecosystems in Europe. This type of e~pproach allows 
correlations  to  be  established  between  the  \'ariation  of 
emironmental factors and the reactions of  ~cosystenis.  or. for 
exa~ple,  allows us to dett>rmine the criticallr' el of pollutants 
likely  to  destabilise  one  type  of· ecosystem. The data  it 
provides allows a better interpretation of  the findinbrs deri\'ecJ 
from the systematic network. 
4. ·The need  for  a  bt>tter  grasp  of the  gc:-ot,rraphical  and 
temporal  variabilit~ of the paramc:-ters  measured and  thc:-
probl<>ms studied. in ordc:-r to be:- able to gi\"t> more precision 
to a rt•sponsiblc:- policy for the forest and the em·ironmt-nt. 
justifies  a  reinforcement  of  tht>  effort  to  harmonis<>  the 
monitoring methods for forest ecosystems and to analyse:- the 
data obtained. The comparabilit~ of data on the European 
scale must be developed. 
-. 
5. The necessity of taking account the historical dimension 
of  the:- evolution and variation in forest hea1th, site conditions 
and climatiC1 c:-vents justifies a larger and coordinated effort to 
df.•scrihe  sue~h fluctuations in the past.  . 
6. Priority must bt> gi\'en to the coherent long-teml tracking 
of the data  alJ·ead~, gathered within the existing systems, as 
""dl a£. to complementing this data \\ith nc:-w measurements. 
which can contribute as rapidly as possible:- to the:- thinking 
and decision£. of national and international authorities. 
7. The li-\_\IBrRG and PR\GlE coordination centres. set 
up within the framework of the technical pro~rrammes  linked 
to the ConYention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pol-
lution, should intensify  the international coordination  of 
tht>se network~  as well as the work of synthesis and interpre-
tation of the data on the:- scale of large ecological regions or 
large types of fort>st  ecosystems ·in  Europe, thanks to the 
funding guaranteed by all the member cotintri<>s. To this <>ncJ. 
minimum hatches of  data. gathered in a standardist•d form to  · 
he determinc:-d latt>r, are transmittc:-d to tlw ct>ntres. 
THE JOI!\T PROJECT' 
i~tO  aeCOUflt th(' eslif!lation or.n)('a:"UJ'I'Illt'llt~  of~onll' :'imp}p 
parameters <'OIWt-'rning  ceolo~ri~:al sih•  nmcJition~ aml.tre<> 
,·it~lit~. Th<> im·<>nlorit>s <:urrc:-ntly c.a,rrit'd out ''ill h<n" to 1)1'. 
pro::_.rrcssiv(-1~  COIDpl<>ted  along  tht>:"t.'  _lint>~.  foliO\\ ing  thP 
recommendations  of the  International  C?OpPratin·  P~o­
f.'Tamme  on  :\  ....  "-.--essmc:-nt  and  \1onitoring ·of Air  Pollution ' 
Effects on Forests.  · 
2.  Th<> Jntensi,·e monitoring samplt•  plots  ar<'  d(·si~rne~ for 
more numerous-and finc:-r  estimation:" and  measurem<>nts.  · 
describing the stand and its history, the trees and their foliage. 
the vegetation., the soi~  the climate. and, in _a certain number  • 
of cases,  the  chemical  composition  of  open-space 'rain. 
intercepted rain, and drainage water. As far as it is possible. 
some of these sample plots shQl!lC:.be installed on-site or in ·  '* 
the immediate \icinit) of stations for measuring at~osph<>ric 
pollution.  ··  · 
3. The special team of the lntt>rnational  Cooperat~,-<' Pre-
gramme on  Assessment  and Monitoring of Air  Pollution. 
Effects on Forests must draw up the minimum list  of tlw 
·parameters pertaining to the sample plot~ of the el<>m~ntar: 
S)'Stematic monitoring and the intensi,·e monit<.)ring.  a~ w<>ll 
as the recommended methods of analvsis. 
NATIONAL A;~D  INTER"'ATIO:\AL 
COORDI:\ATIO~  BODIES 
l.  All the countries taking part in the lnt<>rnat.ional Con1wr- i 
ati\e  Programme  on  Assessment  and  .\1onitoring  of .\ir: 
Pollution Etlects on Forests are in\ited tQ pat1i('ipatt- in this· 
project and to gather data which will  be fon,·ard<>d  to t1w· 
HA\tBl  'RG and PR\Gl'£ roordination {'('ntres. 
2. All the European eountries concernc:-d bytlw dangt-r of the· 
destabilisation of forest  ecosystems fee1  the need 1or Tein-
foref"d international action. to make the:- pM--manent monitor-
1 
ing ofthes<> ecOS)"Stems even more effectiH• and. in a mnn•! 
coordinated manner, to make better use of the exp<>rience' 
alread~· gained by many countries or t~1rough intf'rnationali 
programmc:-s that ~re  already sc:-t up. sueh a!' tlw lnt<>rnationa1J 
Cooperati,·e Programme on Assessment  and "onitoring ol) 
Air  Pollution  Effects  on  Forests  and  the:- other  r<>IN unt; 
·programmes of the Economie Commi~~ion  for Eurot•(· oftlw 
rnited !\ations '"ithin the framework of. the Com·<>ntion on: 
Loatg-~nge  Transboundar:· Air Pollution (Gf•llt'\ a.  \  9"/(J)~ 
the  FAO/ECE  1990 in·;enton·  of  forestrv  re:O-OUrt·f's.  thP 
EECsaction fort  he:- protection ~f  forests ag~inst air polluti01~ 
and in particular its inventol)· of damage to for~·~t:s. and tht~ 
joint research programmes of the !'\ordic Council of \lini~ 
ters. The excha~ng  ofinformation and th<> coordination of 
projects must be encouragc:-d and reinforeed.  · 
3. The HA\1BtRG and" PR-\Gl'£ coordination et>ntre6. S('l 
llll within the framework of the ConYPntion on  L~nu-Ranue• 
.  ~  ~ 
Transhoundar:· Air Pollution (Gene,·a.  }<)79}  should haw• 
the  r<>spon~ihilit~  of colle('ting a  ee11ain  an1ount  of datu 
prodm·t~d hy tlw dem<>ntar:· syst<>mati(" Jlt't\\ ork as"  t•ll a~tlw 
intt>n:.;iw  monitoring JH't\\ot-k.  and  for  pn·~iding m,•r tl't' 
lllilllii~I'Jlll'l\\. lltili:-.at io11.  :--~ JliiW:O-j .. (11\tl illlt'I"J'I"I't<lt ioll or tlf ' 
I 
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data  pro\ided. The ijst  of data  to  he  trans.mitt(;"d  to the 
coordination centres will be set out in the proposals mad'e by 
the speCial  teams  of the  International  Cooperati\e  Pro-
gr:amrne  on As5essrnent  and  Monitoring  pf Air  Pollution 
Effects  on  Forests.  Each  member state  of the  network 
contributes to the cost of th(;"se· centre~. 
SIG~ATORIES  TO THE STRASBOrRG RESOLl:TIO~S, 
DECEl\fBER 1990 
ALBANIA 
AUSTRIA 
BELGIUM 
.BULGARIA 
CZECH  REPUBLIC• 
SLOVAK  REPUBLIC• 
DENMARK 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNin' 
FINLA..~D 
FRANCE 
GERMANY 
GREECE 
HOLY  SEE 
HUNGARY 
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lRELAND 
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1  •.  Introduction 
1.1.  Background 
In 1994 tbe Membez States of the EUropean UDion apeed, in accordance with Resolution 
S  1 of  the Ministelial Confezence for the ~on  of  forests in Europe (Suasbourg, 1996) 
and Couudl Regulation (EEC) N• 2157/92, to. set-up a DetWOrk of  permanent observation 
plots for tbC intensive and continuous monitoring of forest ecosystems. 
· 1be objectives of  the scheme are: 
to conduct an intensive and continuous monitoriDI of  forest ecosystems in.relation to the · 
damage caused by atmospheric. pollution and otbel f~rs  influencing forest 'condition 
to improve  the  understanding  of the  causal  relationship  between  changes  in  forest 
ecosystems and the factors influencing it, eSpecially atmospheric pollution, by carrying 
out at a single location various measurements aod monitoring of  forest ecosystelllS and 
its components . 
to obtain relevant information on the evolution of. a  ~umber of forest ecosystems in the 
Community. 
In Regulation  (EC)  N°  1091/94  and  its  amendment(s),  details  on  the  selection  and 
installation of these plots and on the common methodologies. for the surveys to be carried 
out are described. Details on the submission of  tbe data obtaiDed to the Commission are also 
stated. 
The Regulations do not define any guidelines for data management. 
t .2  Objectiv-es .of the .guidelines 
In the intensive and continuous monitoring of forest ecosystems a large number of data are 
determined. 1be collection of these data is expensive and time consuming. 
Good evaluation and use of data depends on a proper data management.  To  fulfil  such a 
proper data management a structured organization at  natio~  and European level is essential. 
In the total data management 3 parts can be distinguisbed: 
Data collection, validation and evaluation at .national level  . 
The data will be collected :by the Member States. 1be M~  States have appointed contact 
persons and responsible institutions involved in  tbe organization and coordination of the data 
flow. They will act as the National Focal Centre (NFC). Details on the objectives and tasks 
of these NFC's are elaborated in Chapter 2.  • · 
Data submission to the European Commission 
'~be  data will be submitted by the Member States to the European Conimission in accordance  · • 
to the rule$ laid down in Regulation (EC) No 1091/94 and its amendment.  · 
I 
Data management at Eur9pean Level  .. 
The European Commission is in charge of a proper management  of the submitted data at 
European level.  · 
For this purpose the  Commissio~ will contract a consultant. ... 
·It 
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.  ' 
For advice and to ensure a proper data evaluation a Scientific Advisory Group (SAG). will 
be established.  .  .  .  ·'  .  •  .  '  . 
It may beCome necessary that external spedaliucf research institutes, qeDCies or UDivenities 
will be'aeeded in 1bc data evaluation prOcess. To avoid the misuse or misiftterpretation of 
data,· safeguards  will have to be built into tbe management  system.  Procedures for  data 
access are attactied as Annex I. 
This document  is intended  to  clarify all points  of the data  manageQlellt  at  national  and 
European level and will lead to a set of  guidelines to be followed by all participating parties.  , 
An organization chan for the data management is shown in Figure 1. 
1.3  Time schedule 
.  Th~ first activities such as  installation, crown assessment  and soil·sam.pling  and- analysis 
started in 1994. 1be  submission of  the results according to the Regulation is expected several 
months after the surveys have been completed but in the Regulation the following deadlines 
are given_:  ·  · 
Installation to be completed before 30 June 1995 
Iilstallation data to be sent in before 15 December 1995  , ,  . 
The results of the annual crown assessments,  soil inventory, foliage inven:tocy,  incre~t 
mcasuremcuts, deposition measurements  and monit9ring of meteorologic parameters shall . 
be submitted to the Commission at the latest by 31  December 1996.  ,  · 
Since a number of such plots  have. beCn monitored  for  a number  of years  under  other 
monitoring programmes {but with comparable methodS}, some 4ata will already be available 
and should be submitted as well.  · 
1.4  Cooperation with UN/ECE-ICP Forests 
Even as  this document is directed to the'Standing Forestry Committee the participation of 
the UNIECE·ICP Forests and their participating countries have been taken into account. 
At the first coming Task-force meeting (  1995, Prague) the COQperation between the European 
Commission and the UNIECE F.orests will be discussed; ·- 76  -
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Figure 1  Organization  Chart  for  the  management  of the  data  of  ~e intensive  and 
con~nuous.  monitoring  · 
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· 2.  Data Management at national level· 
· 2.1  NatioDal Focal Centres (NFC's) 
-In Regulation (EC) N• 1091194 it  is stlted.tbat 1be.results oftbe int.eDslve aDd continuous 
'DOnitoriDa have to be evaluated at local level ad  compariso., ~een-results  ofdifferent 
plots at regional or European level will have to be done .with great care. 
As  a consequence  Member  States  are  1be  most Important  parties  with  regard to· tbe 
collection, validation, evaluation and interpretation ottbdr  national data. Tbe·Melilber States 
bave appointed responsible iDstitutioos aad periODS to execute this work. Member States sball 
set up procedures for tbe proper collection, validation, storage, processing and interpretation 
of their national data. 
With regard to tbe coordination  within· a Member  State  and to the dati management- at 
European level, tbe Member States bave appointed a National Focal Centre (NFC) consisting 
of a single institute, a single contact person and bis deputy. This NFC represents the national 
parties involved ·in the management of the national data at European level. A list with an 
NFC' s involved is anached as Annex n.  . 
2.2  Tasks of the NFC 
1be NFC's will be responsible1)  for the following tasks: 
1)  Collection, organization, validation and storage of the national data, 
l)  Submission of  data to the European 'Commission 
3)  Data management at natio.W level 
4)  -Participation in the evaluation and interpretation of the data at European level 
2.2.:1  Collection, organizatio_n, validation and storage of the aational data 
The NFC's are responsible1)  for the collection, validation and storage of the national data. 
11ley s~l:  ·  · 
ensure ~t  at all times an up-to-date data set can be produced. 
~  keep trick of all corrections/amendments made. t.o the national data  . 
- · keep  ttack  of .all  changes  over  the years  with  regard  to plots,  trees,  instruments, 
methods, etc. 
keep in safe·storage a copy. of the raw data and a copy of the dataset submitted to the 
European Commission. 
.  ...  -
1
)  or set-up procedures to hand ·over the responsibility to other  ins~tutions. 
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2.2.2 Submission of data to the European Commission 
1be NFC  sba1l  be in charge1)  of the submission of 1heJr national  data  to the European 
Commission ICCOrdiD& to ReJulation (BC) ~  1091194. In particular tbe NFC~s shall: 
use the co~  formats for tbe data-submission of tbe various surveys. 
easure tbat ttie. datafites mel tbe required repons ~properly  submitted to. the European  -t  . 
Commission. 
ensure  dlat  tbe datafites  and  accompanying  reports  are  submitted  to ·the European 
Commission in time. 
2.2  .. 3, Data lll8D8gellleDt at utloaal.level 
. The NFC's shall be rcspoasible1) for the evaluation of the data at national level.  . 
1be NFC's shall set up clear and correct procedures for data access, iQdlor distribution of 
the national data to tbe respective research institutions for the national evaluation. 
1be NFC' s ~.  eoordioale the exchange of views on the evaluation and interpretation of 
· national  data and  will act as  information  point for  researchers  working  at  national  and 
European levellnd for all parties involved in this work. 
As a consequence the NFC's shall inform the European Commission with an annual national 
report.  This  report  should  comprise  the  achievements  of the  NFC's  itself  (collection,  !· 
. validation, storage of aational data, integrated evaluation) as well as a summary of the results 
and publications at Dationallevel by other institutions. ·  · 
2.2.4 Partidpation in the evaluation and the interpretation of  the data at Eqropean level 
1be NFC's shall participate in  the validation process of their national data at European level. 
Any  ·~screpandes found  by the consultant of the  EC on their data will  be verified and 
suggestions for improvement of the data will be made. by the respective NFC's. The NFC's 
will  play  an  important role .in  the  communication  between  the consultant,  the  national 
laboratories involved and institutions specialized in the survey topics and to other vllidation 
activities (e.g. ringtests). 
Between the NFC's and tbe Commission'·s consultant a close contact should exist notably 
with regard to the evaluation and interpretation of  the European~.  1be NFC's shall make 
Me that their national data are not ·misinterpretated at European level . 
1)- or set-up proced~es to band over the responsibility to other institutions. 
. : 
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3  Data management at Europ~  Level 
3.1  General Remarks 
Data quality assurance and evaluation at local level bas to be made by the NFC. 1bis does 
-not imply that. there is no Deed for data mauageman at European level. 
A$ a consequence of  tbe results of  riDgtests on soil samples and needle/leaf samples and the : 
recoqnnendations of  the eXpert paael1 on soiliDd foliar_ analysis, data' validation at European 
· level is essclltial. 1bis important_task for tbe data quality assurance can be best fulfilled by 
a close cooperation between tbe NFC's1 tbe existing expert,panels1 and the consulJant of  the 
EC in charge of tbe data mauaaement. 
The  evaluation  of parts of the  European  data  set,  as  well  as  the  coordination 'of this· 
evaluation, shall be done ill close cooperation with the respective national contact perSons .. 
It  is  important  that  the consultant  of ·  tbe  EC  will  carry  out  and/or  coordinate. these 
evaluations and ~  the EC will ensure that acceSs to the European data will. follow agreed 
procedures.  · 
It is also. important for the success of  the intensive morutoring activities that discussions and· 
exchange of  views, opinioss and results between the participating p~es  will take place. 1be 
European· Commission  and  its  consultant  shall  be  in  the  position  .to  act  as  such  an 
Wormation po~. 
'3.2  Organizational aspects of the European data management 
In Figure 1 an Organization Chart of the European data management is shown.  . 
The .highest authority of the intensive and continuous monitonng of forest ecosystems lies 
with the Standhlg Forestry Committee. This body consists of representatives of all Member · 
States  and  the  European  Commission. · For  issues  concerning  ~ospheric pollution  a  ' 
Working Group"  Atmospheric Pollution" bas been established.  -
· For ,scientific  advice ·to the EC  and its consultant on the  management  of the data of the. 
intensive and  continuous  monitoring  at European level  the establishment of a SCientific 
Advisory Group (SAG) is esSential.  ·  · 
For  the  management  and  the  evaluation  of the  data  of the. intensive  and  ~ntinuous 
monitoring  at European  level  the European  Commission  Will  need· the  assi!.tance  of a 
consultant.  The SAG will, in the preparatory phase, be involved in the· elaboration of the 
draft terms of refer~  of this Contract IDd will in the execution phase bave ·an advisory 
task.  ' 
. 
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·  3.3 . Scientific Advisory Group (SAG) 
3. 3  .l General remarks 
~data  management oftbe intensive and continuous monitoring at Eilropean levd will have 
to be done with great care. InterpretatiQn of results c;an only be made in close cooperation 
with the  NFC's. Close contacts  will  ha~ to be maintained  with otbel'  (European  and 
international) institutions working in this fidel, and it could become aecessary that external 
specialized research institutes,  agencies  or univetSities  Will  be Deeded in tbe evaluation 
process. A group of persons with specific scientific technical and geographical eXperience 
will be needed to evaluate all results, to assist the EC in the interpretation and to prevent any 
misuse or misinterpretation of the data. 
3.3.2 Objective of the SAG 
The SAG will have the folloWitlg main  obj~-ves: 
to have an advisory role to the European Commission's consultant 
to act as a link between the Member States, the NFC's, ·the EuroPean Commission, the 
Standing Forestry Committee and its Working Group on atmospheric poDution, the EC 
consultant and relevant international organizations  -
to assist the EC in the formulation ·of the contract for the consultant 
3.'3.3 Selection and appointment of the members of the SAG  .  ' 
The Standing Forestry Committee will agr.eelhas agreed upon a list of members  and their . 
deputies  of a SAG.  The membership  of 1he SAG  will  be cat  persona'  and  will  be of a 
permanent c~.. · 
The members of  the SAG and their deputies have been selected in such a way that all major 
geographical regions and all major scientific expertises are covered. The members .and their 
deputies are familiar with the objectives and the execution of the intensive and continuous 
·monitoring of  the forest ecosystems programme, and should have regular contacts with the 
NFC's. The SAG-members should represent at a scientific level different Member States as 
tar as possible. 
The members  of the SAG  will  select a cbainiWl who will be responsible for the regular 
contacts  with  the  European  Commission,  European  bodies  working  in the  same  field 
(UNIECE-ICP  Forests,  UN-ECE  Task Force on mapping,  etc.) and the Member  States 
throuib the Standing Forestry CQmmittee.  ·  ·  · 
It is imponant that this SAG consists of a limited number of members, active in the field of 
the intensive and continuous monitoring, with a combination of the following geographical 
and technical expertise: 
... 
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Geographical expertise 
EU-SE (EL, IT) 
EU-SW (PO, ES, FR-S) 
. EU·W (UK, IR, Fll-W, BL, NL) 
EU-NW (DK, DL-N, NL, BL, UK) 
EU-Cemral (LX, FR (reSt), DL (rest), AU) 
EU-St;:aMinavia~(sw, SF) 
Tpnical expertise 
Forest ecosyStems 
Crown Assessmeot/damage symptoms 
Soil  , 
Needle/leaf sampling and asalysis 
Increment 
Statistics/G,IS/data handling 
Atmospheric deposition 
Meteorology 
In order to guarantee a good relation with the expen panels1, a representative of  these expert 
panels could be invited as an observer to the medings of the SAG. 
In certain cases,  whenever  additional expertise is Deeded,  scientists with expertise in for 
example  atmospheric  damage  symptoms  (0,, .  so~ forest  pathology'  ttee  pbyslology' 
· hydrology, -etc. -could be invited to offer their specific knowledge.  · 
•. 
To avoid discontinuity because of the absence of the permanent member during important 
decisions, it  is DeeeSsary that for each permanent ~  a deputy is appOinted, who should  · 
mve -simii11r Uittmieal ad  pographical ~loami,  1rot wmes from '  different t4ember 
State. The SAG-member shall keep his deputy informed on the work of the SAG, to enable 
him to take over at short notice when needed.  -
Replacement of  a member of  the SAG 
When a meQlber of the SAG has to be replaced, the procedure will be as follows:·-
The departing SAG-member, his deputy and the European Commission will review possible 
candidates. The European Commission will prepare a proposal for the next meeting of the 
SFC's Working Group on  ~tmospheric pollution for approval. 
1
)  Expert panels of the UN/ECE-ICP Forests 
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3.3.4 Relation with the SFC and  th~ European Commission -
1be chairman of  the SAG will haye a close-contact with tbe. European Commission and shall 
report regularly to tbe Standing Forestry Committee and its Workiqg Group on atmospheric 
pollution.  ·  , 
1be SAG will have ·an advisory role to tbe European Comm;ssion's  consultant.  For.tbe 
preparation of tbe contract,  the SAG  will be involved in tbe definition of the terms  of 
reference and tbe elaboration of  guidel;nes. Tbe tasks of  the consultant desaibed in Chapter 
3.4 should be taken as aenerat  ~delines  at presem~ 
The SAG will keep track of the activities, wDl endorse plans and review results of tbe EC 
consultant oil their scientific merits. 
· The SAG will be invited by the EC once or twiCe a year to a common IIW'1jng. The agenda 
of  these meetings will be elaborated by the chairman of  the SAG, the consultant and the EC  .• 
1be main  objective of these meetings  will be to  ensure the  high quality of validation,. 
evaluation and interpretation of the data-at European level. 
3.4  Data validation, storage and evaluation at European level 
The' European Commission is responsible for the data management  at. European level. The 
EC rwill Deed tbe .m.stance of a consultant. Tbe objectives and tasks of  the .contractor will 
be reviewed by tbe SAG. Any revision will have to be approved by the Standing Forestry 
Committee.  ·  · 
1\1 pxesent it  is fmeseen 1bat1he 1:0l1traCt 'Of1be ommltant will have 1bree major -parts: 
to set up prOcedures and use them for tbe validation, storage and distribution of data at 
EuroPean level 
to set up procedures and use them for tbe evaluation of tbe data at European level 
to  ·set up an Information Centre for Member States, NFC's, European Commission and  · · 
SAG. 
The mandate of the contractor will be given by a contract with the European Commission. 
3.4.1 Set up and use of procedures for the validation, storage and distrib~tion of data at 
European level 
In order to guarantee a safe storage of  the submitted informatlon and to enhance the chances 
for compatibility of the data from different plots, the consultant has to set up a data section · 
that will deal with; 
•  The validation and storage of the submitted data 
The European data-set will be stored and kept by the EC  co~ultant. 
The consultant will  validate,  amend and  correct,  in close cooperation  with the 
resPective NFC's, the submitted national data. Data corrections will only be made 
with the agreement of the NFC concerned.  · · 
Whenever a survey is complete for all participating countries, the data set will.be 
copied to a permanent storage medium (e.g. optical disk).  ·  ·  I 
I '  .... 
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-•  The setting up of procedures and use tbem for data ~  and/or distribution 
'  {  '  . 
1be consultant will ensure free ac=ss for all NFC~  s to their national data. With the 
qreement of tbe NFC's IDd ill iCcordaDce wldl ADDex I, tbe data wl11 be- made  · 
available to appoiDted iDstitutiODS. 
Tbe consultant will keep track of  tbe use IDdlor distribution of data IDd will keep 
tbe  rtSpecdve  NFC's  and  the  Europeali  Commission  informed  on  th~ results 
1..+  ... =-&A  I 
o~. 
3.4.2 Set up and use  "Of procedures for tbe eYaluadoa of tbe data at Europeim level  . 
1be consultant will carry out and organize tbe proper evaluation of the data at EurOpean  · 
level.  He will set up a system for the safe..keepiDg of all -relevant documents,  evaluation 
results, interpretation etc. which will be available to tbe Member· States, the NFC's, the 
European Commission and the SAG.  .  .  . 
He  will  carry  out  and/or  coordinate  the  evaluation  and  interpretation  of_ data and -be 
-.  responsible;  ' 
for the evaluation ·of the data at European level, in close contact with the NFC's. 
to know at any time the evaluations being· undertaken,  the results of evaluations 
that have already been mushed 'and the plans to undertake new .evaluations. 
to keep tbe SAG informed on all plans, evaluations and results . 
.  to  keep  relevant  researchers  of the appoiDtcd ·institutions  informed  on  results 
obtained from other researchers, will coordinate wbenever possible the evaluation 
and interpretation of the different agencies and NFC, and  disseminate relevant 
results to the European Commi~sion, tbe NFC and appointed institutions. 84 
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3.4.3  Set ap u  lalormation Centre for Member S.e5, ·NFC's, European Commission. 
and SAG  .  .  .  .  ·.  • ·  .·  . 
1bc coDSUitaDt will also be responsible; 
to  ~prepare. on a yearly basiS a summary report of  tbe achievemeats of tbe contract 
itself, '(validation,  storaae,  evaluation  IDd  distribution  of submitted ·  data,  the 
iDtep'ated  evaluation  as  weD  as  a  summary  of tbe  results  of the ·appointed 
1Dstitutions). 1biJ report will be discussed at a regular meeting with the SAO and 
will be preseoted by tbe Chairman of  the SAG and the consultant to tbe Standing 
Forestry Committee and its Working Group on atmospheric pollution.  · 
to receive prior to publication, from· each appointed institution tbe draft results, 
evaluations  llld interpretations.  In accordance  with Annex  I the  SAG  will  be 
consulted for review and the NFC's involved for their approval before publication. 
to  act as  a centre for  information  with regard to  the intensive and. continuous 
monitoring of forest· ecosystems. - ... 
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Annex I 
1.1 
Annex I 
Procedures for tbe evaluation of  data.of the IDteDsive and CODtinuous moDftorin& 
of forest ecosystetD at Euro~  level by Institutions such as research Institutes 
and  unfversiti~  · 
(to be amended' by the SAG) 
Background 
To achieve  a maximum  benefit of the  data collected on  the  plots_ of tbe intensive  and 
continuous monitoring of  tbe forest ecosystemS, institution$ such as research institutes and 
·universities should be. given a possibility to stUdy (pans of) the data. In this Al;mex a draft . 
for the procedures for this external  eval~on  is.~ven. 
This Annex oDly concems tbe evaluation of (parts of) the European dataset by institutions· 
other than the EC and its consultant. 
Due·. to the principles of the subsidiarity this Annex does  not cover the evaluation of the 
national data by national institutions, but it could be applied for the eval~tion of national 
data by non-national institutions. 
I .2  General approach 
Institutions  (universities,  specialized agencies,  international bodies) of a  good scientific 
reputation may be allowed to Study the collected data on the following conditions:. 
1 _ The institution submits  to  tbe EC a project proposal  for.the evaluation of the data, 
indicating clearly tbeir objectives, the c1ata ·Deeded and the lime schedule. 
2  After acceptance by the Member States of the project proposal, an agreement betWeen 
the EC and the institution.will be drafted, ,specifying all details on data security, timing 
and project objectives.  Before a Member  States data is used the NFC  must give. its 
approval. 
3  On a regular basi~ the institution keeps the EC or its consultant informed of the results 
fu~.  . 
4  The institution submits a draft version of the filial report for· approval by the Membe~ 
. States before publication.  Member States shall be given the opportunity to state -their· 
reservation in the  p~blication. 
1.2.1  Project proposal 
Submission of  project proposals  -
Institutions may propose (or be requested) to undertake certain evaluations <>n the European 
data. All proposals for the evaluation of  European data will be submitted to the EC, who will 
pass the proposals to its consultant. In close collaboration with the SAG and  ~e  involved. · 
NFCJs, the technical and sdentific aspects .of the proposal will be evaluated. - 86  -
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Evaluation of project proposals 
The consultant will review the proposal .and will send a copy to the respective members of 
the SAG involved (geographical and technical) for review. In the case that a  member of~  .. 
SAG is involved in a submitted project proposal, die SAG member sho~d·DOt  be asked for 
such a review, but die. review should be doae by tbe relevant deputy. The coasultant will  >t 
also seDd the proposals to tbe Member States. 
In tbc ease of complex or dUJicult projeCt proposals, it may  be oecessary to discuss the 
proposal in tbc first joint meeting of the SAG aad tbe consultant, where a representative  ~ 
from tbe iDslitution may be asked to darify the proposal, before an advice to the Member 
States is fina]if«l. 
1.2.2  Acceptance IUlcl agreement 
The whole project proposal with the reViews of  the specialists will be sent to the Member 
States (NFC) involved for acceptance. The Member S~  will be given a limited time for 
their reaction (positive or ~~egative). Tbe Member States involved will decide if  and under 
what eonditions.certain data(parts) will be made accessible.  Based on the reactions of the 
Member States the EC will draw an agreement with .the institution including  ~ta security 
and publication of results.  An institution with such an  agreement  will  be referred to  as 
"appointed institution" further on in this doeument.  , 
Data access and security by the appointed institution 
The  appointed institution will have  access  or reCeive  a copy  of the  data for  evaluation · 
purposes. 1be appoi.Qtcd institution will not distribute (parts of the) data to others at)d will 
use the obtained data only to execute the research stated in the agreement.  . 
· The appointed institution will keep the  ~C  or· its consultant informed on  any discovered 
discrepancy in the dataset. 
I. 2. 3  Project execution 
During the execution of  the project, the appointed institution shall keep the EC, its consultant 
and the SAG informed on the progress, the results and their interpretation. 
1.2.4  Publication of the results 
The appointed institutions  are  not  allowed to publish any  results,  data or· interpretation  · 
without approval of the Member States involved.  ·  · 
The appointed institution will prepare a draft publication and send this to the EC. The EC 
will pass this to its consultant, who will sead it to the SAG members involved. for review. 
Together with tbese reviews the document will be sent to the Member· States (NFC's) for 
approval within a Umited tilne.  '  · 
In the event of a disagreement the respective Member State shall be given the opportunity 
to. state the reservation in the publication. 
.•. 
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Annex I 
1.3  The tasks of the consultant with regard to lthe projecb 
1.3.1  The tasks of the coDSUltant with regard to the ·proposals for  evalua~on 
1be consultant will play a  central role in  tbe coorctillltion of  tbe evaluatioas. 1be CODSUltiDt 
will keep triCk of  all. research being carried out, 1be obtaiDed _results and will take this iDto 
,  account whenever new project proposals are to be evaluated. 'Ibe consultant and SAG may · 
·  formulate reqw;sts for reseuch/evaluatioDS to be carried oUt. 
1.3·.2  Tasks of~  coasul~t  with regard to data security 
1be consultaDt will be in charge of  the use and/or cUsf;ribution of daia. 1be  ~nsultant will 
keep .  a. close  contact  with  the  NFC's  with  regard  to discrepancies  found  in the  data, 
amendments  made  to  the  data-$etS  (by tbe  NFC's}  aDd  will  make  sure that  appoiDted 
institutions work wi:th the updated datasets.  · ·.  ,. 
1.3.3  Tasks of the coDSUltarit with.regard to the data evaluation 
1be consultant will· act as an Information Cattre with regard to the results obtained from the 
national aDd European data. Members of  the SAG·, NFC's and appointed institutions will be 
kept informed on all relevant results.  : 
1.4  The tasks of the SAG with regard to the projects 
As pointed o~t above one or more members of  the SAG (technical and geographical experts) · 
could be directly involved in a  project. These SAG-member(s)  will have the task to 'give 
advice on 1he project proposal (1.2.1), be.kcpt lnformed.on the progreSs and· the results of 
the project (1.2.3) and give advice on the draft publications (L2.4). 
The member of the ·SAG acting as the geographical expert, will hive the task to keep the 
M~ber  States in ·their geographical region informed. 88 '  ; 
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Ll~T Of''  ·lNVOLVED  NA'l'lONAL  FOCAL  CENTRES'  (NFC'S) 
Country 
Q§_terreich 
· Belgie 
(Flanders) 
Belgique 
(Wallonne) 
Denmark 
Actress 
Forstl.  Versuchsanstalt 
Seckendorff-Gudent Weg  8 
A - 1131  Wien 
Iristituut voor  Bo~bouw 
and  Wildbeheer 
Gaverstraat  4 
B  - 9500  Geraadsbergen 
ANIMAL 
Bestuur Natuurbehoud 
Dienst Waters  u.  Bossen 
Belliardstraat 14-18 
B  - 1040  Brussel 
Ministere de  la Region 
Wallonne- Direction Generale 
des Ressources Naturelles 
Av.  Prince de  Liege  15 
B  - 5000  Namur 
Ministry of the Environment 
The  National  Forest and 
Nature  Agency 
Haraldsgade  53 
DK  2100  Copenhagen 
peutschland  Bundesmiri.  fur  Ern~hrung, 
Landwirtschaft und  Forsten · 
Referat 615· 
D - 53123  Bonn 
Bundesforschungsanstalt fur 
Forst- und Holzwirtschaft 
Insti  tut  v~I I 
Alfred-Moiler str. 1 
D - 16225 .Eberswalde-·Finow 
Responsible's) 
~  •  M.  Neumann 
Fax:  0043  1  8775907 
Tel: 0043 1  87838_327 
·Ir.  Peter ·Ro~kams 
Fax:  oo~~. 54  410896 
Tel:  0032  54  418797 
IR Carr de  Schep~r 
Fax:  0632  2  5073065 
Tel:  0032  2  5073044 
Mr.  Ch.  ·Laurent 
Fax:  0032  81  325_602 
Tel:  0032  81  325870 
Mrs.  Inge Gillesberg 
Fax:  0045  39279899. 
Tel:  0045  39272000 
He~rn.Peter Spiett 
Herrn. H.  Intemann 
Fax.:  0049·  228  5294 318 
Tel:  0049  228  5294321 
Berm Dr.  s.  Anders 
Berm Dr.  W.  Lux 
Fax:  0049  3334  65354 
Tel:  0049  3334  65346 Suomi  : 
Finland 
Hell  as 
Espana 
France 
Ireland 
Italia 
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Finish Forest Research 
Institute 
P.O.  Box  18 
FIN- 01301  Vantaa 
Institute of Med.  Forest 
Ecosystems 
Terma  Alkmanos 
GR  - 11528  Athens  Ilissia 
Servicio de  Pro~eccion de 
los  Montes  contra  los 
Agentes  Nocivos  (ICONA) 
Gran Via  de  San  Francisco  4 
E  - 28005  Madrid 
L'Office .National  des  For&ts 
Dir.  Technique et commerciale 
Dep.  des  recherches techniques 
Bd.  de Constance  · 
F  - 77300  Fontainebleau 
COtLLTE  TEORANTA 
The  Irish Forestry Board 
·Research Division 
1  - 3  Sidmonton  Place 
IRL  - Bray,  co.  Wicklow 
Ministero delle Risorse 
Agricol~,  Al •. e  Forestali 
Corpo Forestale Delle state 
Divisione V 
Via  Carducci  5 
I  ~  00187  Roma 
Prof.  E.  Malkonen 
Fax:  ·oo35~  08~72575 
·Tel:  00358  085705460 
Mr.  Martti Lindgren 
Tel:  00358  085705563 
Fax:  00358  085754569 
Mr.  Georg  Makos . 
Fax:  0030  1  7784602 
Tel:  0030  1  7784240' 
Mr. Vassilios Frangos 
Mr.  Ramon  M.  Montoya 
Mr.  Gerado  s .J  Pena 
Fax:  0034'  1  3476302 
Tel:  0034  1  3476008 
M.  B.  Roman-Amat 
M.  Er,win Ulrich 
· Fax:  0033  1  64224973 
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